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Abstract
Broadcasting and transmission coordination for ad hoc and sensor networks
Ananth V. Kini
Steven Weber, Ph.D.
This thesis studies the performance benefit of coordination in wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) and ad hoc networks (AHNs). WSNs are often comprised of a large
number of inexpensive nodes with short battery life and limited communication and
processing capabilities. AHNs are wireless networks operating without the benefits
of network infrastructure (basestations) or centralized control.
WSNs often require control messages be broadcast to the entire network. We study
the performance of a class of randomized broadcast protocols that employ coordina-
tion to reduce the transmission of redundant messages and to reduce the occurrence
of message collisions. Specifically, information coordination entails a potential trans-
mitter employ local information to infer whether or not its potential receivers would
be interested in its message, while communication coordination entails a potential
transmitter employ local information to infer whether or not its transmission would
interrupt other ongoing transmissions. The individual and joint benefits of these
two forms of coordination are assessed through their impact on a variety of natural
performance indicators.
AHNs working with limited spectrum perform best when simultaneous transmis-
sions are coordinated to avoid collisions. Optimal transmission coordination is a
combinatorial optimization problem that is, in general, intractable for large size net-
works, even with global information and central control. Constraints on simultaneous
transmissions may arise from both transceiver limitations (e.g., half-duplex designs)
and from requirements on the signal to interference ratio. We study the transmission
coordination optimization problem under a variety of natural communication con-
straints. Our work identifies particular instances where the problem may be solved
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Wireless communications pose numerous challenges, some of which are very dif-
ferent from those encountered in the wireline context. One challenge is the proper
choice of the medium access control (MAC) protocol. The MAC protocol for ad hoc
networks, sensor networks, and in general any kind of wireless platform has a major
effect on performance and QoS that can be achieved. Although research into MAC
protocols for wireless networks dates back several decades (e.g., Aloha [1]) there are
still many important protocol design and performance questions to be answered. One
of the reasons for this is that different applications and scenarios may require distinct
solutions. A MAC protocol that might work for an ad hoc network may not work as
well for a sensor network.
In essence, a MAC protocol is a distributed resource allocation algorithm seek-
ing to coordinate transmission attempts so as to minimize the occurrence of message
collisions. Depending upon the network scenario, achieving this distributed coor-
dination may be easy or hard, and moreover, coordination may or may not yield
a significant performance increase above an unsophisticated protocol (e.g., Aloha).
Assessing the performance benefit of transmission coordination is therefore an impor-
tant question which we address in this thesis. In particular, this thesis studies the
use of transmission coordination in i) broadcast communication protocols for wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) and ii) point to point communication protocols for ad hoc
networks (AHNs).
21.1 Broadcasting protocols for wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
Recent advancements in wireless communications technology, digital electronics,
and miniaturization technology have resulted in the development of new wireless plat-
forms and applications. WSNs are a prime example [2]. Sensor nodes are low cost,
low power devices that are small in size and possess the functionality to operate in
a variety of environmental conditions. Their multi-functional capabilities make them
attractive for applications in military, medicine, environmental study, and security
fields to name a few. In military operations it is quite normal to encounter situa-
tions where one might need to monitor an environment or location that is unsafe
for personnel. Sensor networks provide the means to monitor such environments
without putting personnel in harm’s way. They can be used to monitor biological
and/or chemical attacks, command and control, surveillance, communication equip-
ment, targeting systems, and damage assessment to name a few possible military
applications. Some environmental applications of sensor networks are monitoring
migratory patterns of animals, agricultural monitoring, meteorological research, and
pollution monitoring. In healthcare some uses of sensor networks include diagnostics,
tracking/monitoring doctors and/or patients in a hospital. Although sensor networks
are as yet not prevalent in home and commercial environments, the near future holds
promise for applications in these as well.
A WSN consists of nodes, densely deployed in the area of interest. They can be
deployed in large numbers due to their low per unit cost. Their low cost is in turn due
to their limited power resources and low processing capabilities. Since these nodes
are limited in power and computational ability, anything other than the simplest of
communication protocols might be difficult to implement.
Control of sensor networks often requires multihop message dissemination to the
entire network. For example, a surveillance WSN may require that, upon detecting a
3target, the detecting node broadcast a message to that effect to the network. Alter-
nately, a control node may need to broadcast some instruction to the network,e.g., a
new sleep schedule, or perhaps a new instruction on how to sense or use power. An
obvious distributed protocol for multihop message broadcast is flooding: each node,
upon receiving a message for the first time, transmits that message. The problem
with the flooding protocol is its inefficiency: if a node has k “neighbors” with which
it can communicate, then under the flooding protocol each node will receive each
message k times. Only the first reception is of use to the node, and the remaining
k−1 message receptions are redundant, and therefore waste energy. This observation
suggests the use of randomized broadcast, or gossip, protocols.
Under a gossip protocol, each node upon receiving the message, transmits the
message with some probability p (known as the gossip probability). Under gossip
each node operates independently, there is no coordination at all. The focus of our
research on WSNs is to gauge the effect of coordination on the performance of ran-
domized broadcast protocols. This coordination is achieved through the exchange of
local state information. We propose an improvement of gossip through the use of
information coordination (IC) and communication coordination (CC). IC is used to
reduce the number of redundant transmissions, ensuring that only useful messages
are transmitted, whereas CC is used to reduce the number of colliding transmissions.
Our primary figure of merit to gauge the impact of IC and CC is the broadcast capac-
ity. The broadcast capacity of a WSN is defined to be the maximum rate at which the
network may generate messages intended for distribution to the entire network when
subject to certain QoS conditions. We compare the achievable broadcast capacities
for (i) gossip, (ii) gossip + IC, (iii) gossip + CC, (iv) gossip + IC + CC. In addition,
we contrast the relative benefits and costs associated with these protocols under a
realistic communication scenario for different topologies ((i) a uniformly distributed
4WSN, and (ii) a clustered WSN) using various metrics that are pertinent to a WSN.
We now give a brief summary of these metrics. First, the coverage is the average frac-
tion of nodes in the network that receive a typical message. Second, the efficiency is
the average ratio of the number of nodes receiving the message over the number of
transmissions of that message. Third, the delay is the average time a message spends
in the system. Fourth, the collision quotient is the average number of communica-
tion collisions per transmission attempt. Fifth, the broadcast capacity defined earlier.
Sixth, the energy consumption is the energy consumed by the nodes in the network.
Our study includes several real world phenomena that affect wireless communication:
channel variations, interference, and random node failures due to battery depletion.
The study of how these protocols perform under our various metrics is conducted via
simulation. Our key findings are:
• The use of IC or CC will have little or no effect on the broadcast capacity when
the network is either i) underloaded (as there is no need for coordination), or
ii) overloaded (as no amount of coordination can help). The use of IC and/or
CC can have a significant effect on the broadcast capacity in the intermediate
loading regime.
• As network load increases, the use of CC has several effects: i) delay increases,
ii) efficiency increases, iii) coverage is higher than under non-CC protocols.
Delay increases because nodes must wait an increasingly long time for viable
transmission opportunities, thereby increasing the fraction of messages that are
dropped due to violation of their delay constraint. Efficiency (the number of
successful receptions over the number of transmission attempts) increases since
there are fewer transmission attempts. Coverage is higher than under non-CC
protocols since without CC messages die out very early due to high collision
rate.
5• As network load increases, the use of IC has several effects: i) the collision
rate increases (much more dramatically than with CC), ii) the efficiency de-
creases, iii) the delay decreases. Uncoordinated communication attempts are
increasingly likely to collide as the network load increases, and this increased
collision rate decreases the efficiency. As load increases there are more mes-
sages that die out prematurely, and this decreases the average time a message
spends in the system, decreasing the delay metric. Finally, in a low-loaded net-
work IC suffers a higher delay than non-IC protocols: transmitting only when
a sufficiently high number of neighbors do not yet have the message results in
messages propagating more slowly than when this requirement is absent.
• Increasing the degree of coordination required for transmission has both positive
and negative effects. Increasing the IC requirement leads to increased efficiency,
but if the requirement is too stringent then eventually too many nodes will elect
not to transmit and the messages will die out early, thereby reducing coverage.
Similarly, increasing the CC requirement leads to reduced collisions, but if the
requirement is too stringent then eventually too many nodes wait too long
for a suitable transmission time, thereby increasing queueing delay, leading to
message time out, and again, to reduced coverage.
• As network load increases, the use of IC reduces the number of redundant
transmissions, resulting in an improvement in performance over protocols that
employ only CC. Beyond a certain network load however, IC alone is unable
to sustain coverage due to the lack of any mechanism to reduce colliding trans-
missions. As as we move to the over-loaded regime, the use of CC provides an
improvement in coverage.
• The fraction of energy spent in querying local state information is high in the
6underloaded regime where congestion is low and hence delays are short. In
the overloaded regime, almost all energy is consumed in keeping the node on
because of the long delays required due to high congestion and the relative cost
of coordination is very low.
• Message congestion is greater in a clustered WSN as opposed to a uniformly
distributed WSN. As a result, even a low degree of IC results in improved perfor-
mance in comparison to a protocol that does not employ IC. This improvement
is clearly evident as we move from the underloaded to the overloaded regime.
This is quite different from the uniformly distributed WSN case, where CC
alone is able to yield superior performance in the overloaded regime.
• When operating under limited energy constraints it is better to rely purely on
CC to sustain coverage in the overloaded regime. The only way to guarantee
better coverage when employing both IC and CC is to either limit the reliance
on CC, or allocate a large energy budget.
1.2 Transmission coordination in ad hoc networks (AHNs)
An ad hoc network is a wireless network that operates without the benefit of
network infrastructure or centralized control. AHNs working with limited spectrum
perform best when simultaneous transmissions are coordinated to avoid collisions.
We focus on the problem of transmission coordination under a set of communication
constraints. The constraints are a set of rules that define permissible concurrent trans-
missions, imposed as a result of hardware limitations of the transceiver units or the
operational mode of the network. Transmission coordination is an important part of
scheduling which involves arranging simultaneous transmissions in time or frequency.
This constrained coordination problem has natural parallels in graph theory, such as
7the graph coloring problem, and the maximum weighted independent set problem.
We focus on the presence or absence of the following communication constraints and
their combinations:
1. Half-duplex: A node can not concurrently transmit and receive.
2. Single reception: A node can not concurrently receive from multiple transmit-
ters.
3. Unicast: A node can not concurrently transmit distinct information to multiple
receivers.
4. Protocol interference: A node can not receive if there is any interfering trans-
mission in its vicinity.
Each transmission is represented as an edge directed from transmitter to receiver.
The constrained coordination problem is an optimization problem which requires an
integer linear program (ILP) formulation. The objective of the optimization problem
is to maximize the weighted sum of the selected edges. We show that some of the com-
munication constraint problems are totally unimodular (TUM). TUM allows them to
be solved via linear program (LP) relaxation. A subset of these TUM problems are
also matroids. This means that their solution can be obtained via use of a greedy
algorithm. Some of the problems that aren’t matroids have optimal solutions that
may be well approximated by natural heuristics. The heuristics we consider select
edges on the basis of their lengths and/or the maximum number of edges that can
be activated for a transmitter (receiver). Finally some of the problems have solutions
that are not well approximated by these heuristics. Our key contributions are:
• We characterize the various problems by way of their Primal-Dual LP formula-
tions.
• We prove that only the single receiver and unicast problems individually yield
matroids.
8• We prove that neither half-duplex nor protocol interference problems yield ma-
troids, nor are they TUM.
• Simulations suggest that the combined half-duplex, single receiver and unicast
problem (matching problem) can be well approximated by our heuristics. This
holds even with the addition of the protocol interference constraint.
• Simulations suggest that our heuristics are able to yield good approximations
of the optimal solution for the problems that do not include the interference
constraint.
• Simulations suggest that it is more difficult to obtain a good approximation
when the edge weights are unity (meaning the objective is to maximize the
number of activated edges) than the problem where the objective is to maximize
the weighted sum of active edges.
• When operating under only the interference constraint, our heuristics fail to
yield good approximations of the optimal.
• Depending on the problem at hand, either both heuristics work very well, or
one outperforms the other, or neither works well.
1.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis has been organized into two chapters.
• In Chapter 2 we propose a suite of randomized broadcast protocols that utilize
IC and/or CC, and evaluate their performance when subject to various phenom-
ena that affect wireless communication. The work in this chapter has appeared
in [3], [4], [5], and is under review for Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks [6].
9• In Chapter 3 we study centralized transmission coordination for ad hoc networks
when subject to certain communication constraint sets. These constraints de-
termine compatible simultaneous transmissions. The objective is to find the
maximum weighted edge set under the given constraints. We focus on char-
acterizing the structure of the various problems and propose several heuristics
that yield good approximations to the optimal solution.
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2. Broadcasting protocols for wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
The broadcast capacity of a wireless sensor network (WSN) is defined as the max-
imum rate at which the network may generate messages intended for distribution
to the entire network when subject to certain requirements on coverage and delay.
Broadcast capacity is limited by factors such as communication collisions and con-
gestion. Collisions may be reduced through the use of communication coordination
(CC), and congestion may be reduced through information coordination (IC), ensur-
ing that only useful messages are transmitted and stored. We study the broadcast
capacity of a WSN when subject to various real world phenomena that affect wireless
communication, namely channel variations, interference and random node failures.
We study the benefits and costs associated with using the IC and CC mechanisms on
different topologies through the use of various metrics.
2.1 Introduction
Most of the existing proposed broadcast algorithms for wireless sensor networks
are variants of the Gossip protocol1. Such protocols are appealing in that they offer
a simple and distributed method to disseminate information to most of the nodes in
a network using significantly fewer redundant transmissions than flooding. A trans-
mission is redundant if each of the receivers of the transmission has already received
the message at an earlier time. Using randomized broadcast to reduce redundant
transmissions at the expense of some nodes not receiving a message is an accept-
able tradeoff in sensor networks, where energy constraints often trump the desire for
message delivery to all nodes. Simple flooding is inefficient in terms of redundant
1Gossip protocols, in current parlance, denote randomized broadcast and routing protocols; our
use of the term will be restricted to randomized broadcast.
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transmissions, and hence, wastes energy.
Gossip and its variants. An often cited gossip protocol is the GOSSIP1(p, k) protocol
from [7] where each node, upon first receiving the message, transmits the message in
the following time slot with probability p, unless the message was received in time slot
i ≤ k in which case the message is transmitted with probability 1. Transmitting with
probability 1 for the first k time slots helps ensure that the message does not die
out prematurely. The GOSSIP1 protocol with k → ∞ or p = 1 reduces to flooding.
As shown in [7], this protocol offers significant reduction in redundant transmissions
relative to flooding by incurring the cost that not all nodes will necessarily receive the
message. There is an obvious tradeoff between reducing redundancies and achieving
a near-complete message distribution: increasing p will increase the number of nodes
that receive the message but also will increase the number of redundant transmissions.
Fig. 2.1 highlights this tradeoff. When p is low efficiency is high, but coverage is low.
Increasing p increases coverage but lowers the efficiency. Choosing p = 0.7 results in
a coverage of nearly 90% while maintaining an efficiency of 1.4. Fig. 2.2 illustrates
a sample realization of the dynamics on a 100 × 100 lattice network, where upon
receiving a message for the first time, nodes transmit to their four cardinal neighbors
with probability p = 0.65. The four shades illustrate the number of nodes that have
received the message at four snapshots in time.
Under gossip each node operates independently, there is no coordination at all.
Many researchers have proposed protocols that improve on gossip by making use
of various types of local information. Instead of simply gossiping with some gos-
sip probability p, the transmission decision can be made based on local information
gathered either passively (through listening) or actively (through issuing query mes-
sages to neighbors). In [3] we studied these gossip variants via simulations. We then


































Figure 2.1: Lower p improves efficiency, but penalty is lower coverage
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the gossip protocol with p = 0.65 for a 100 × 100 node
network.
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SmartGossip. This protocol makes use of several improvements: 1) a state vector for
recording all available information, 2) “directed” transmissions to reduce latency, 3) a
sigmoid based transmission probability function that parametrizes the impact of ran-
domization, 4) confirmation messages which facilitate listening by a node’s neighbors,
and 5) query-request messages which permit nodes to pull messages from neighbors.
WSN performance metrics. There are several performance metrics relevant to
evaluating the performance of any proposed broadcast protocol. We shall formally
define these metrics in Section 2.3.2. First, the coverage is the average fraction of
nodes in the network that receive a typical message. Second, the efficiency is the
average ratio of the number of nodes receiving the message over the number of trans-
missions of that message. Third, the delay is the average time a message spends in
the system. Fourth, the collision quotient is the average number of communication
collisions per transmission attempt. Fifth, the broadcast capacity is the maximum rate
at which the network may generate new broadcast messages subject to a constraint
on the minimum coverage and maximum delay. Sixth, the energy consumption is the
energy consumed by the nodes in the network.
Topology of network. A uniform distribution is often used to model the spatial
locations of nodes in large size WSNs. This arrangement, although simple and an-
alytically tractable, discounts the fact that the node distribution is not likely to be
completely spatially random, i.e., the nodes are generally going to exhibit some de-
gree of clustering. As an example, consider the case where nodes are dropped in a
terrain that has small hills and valleys: it is quite possible that sensors will fall more
densely in the valleys than on the hills. To characterize the impact of clustering on
performance, we will look at two different topologies: a uniform distribution and a
cluster process.
Channel model. We use a standard channel model for communication where a
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message is received provided its instantaneous signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR) exceeds a particular threshold over the duration of the transmission. Trans-
missions are subject to distance dependent path loss attenuation and distance inde-
pendent channel variations (in our case, Rayleigh fading).
Coordinations. We focus on two coordination mechanisms: information coordina-
tion (IC) and communication coordination (CC). When using IC, whether or not a
node transmits depends on the fraction of neighboring nodes not having the message.
By deciding to transmit a message only when some minimum number of the node’s
neighbors do not already possess the message, the number of redundant transmissions
can be reduced. When employing CC, nodes only transmit when a certain number
of its neighbors are not already receiving from another transmitter. This reduces
the number of collisions that may occur. IC improves efficiency, whereas CC reduces
collisions. We study the performance of a WSN using IC and/or CC under varia-
tions in topology and when nodes die due to energy constraints (battery depletion).
We study four broadcast protocols to gauge the individual and joint benefits of IC
and CC. These protocols are the combinations of either using or not using IC and CC.
2.2 Related work
The current use of the term gossip is to denote randomized broadcast protocols,
although the research on this topic far predates the application of the moniker “gos-
sip”. A fundamental insight, apparently first made in 1953 by Landau and Rapoport
[8], is that the dynamics of information propagation under randomized broadcast are
equivalent to the dynamics of disease spreading among a population (epidemiology),
where the interest in both cases is to know who has the message (disease).
Information and communication coordination. As mentioned earlier, the net-
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working community has proposed quite a few gossip variants. Representative work
includes SPIN for energy constrained networks in which nodes employ negotiation
to reduce redundant transmissions [9]. Directional gossip [10], rumor routing [11],
and parametric probabilistic sensor network routing [12] all focus on using gossip as a
routing or resource discovery mechanism, i.e., randomized but directed dissemination
towards a target node. Two-phase push-pull gossip [13] introduced the idea of a two
phase protocol where in the first phase nodes with the message push the message, and
in the second phase nodes without the message pull the message from those nodes
with the message. Also [7] looks at gossip with flooding and two-threshold gossip.
The firecracker protocol [14] combines routing with a broadcast based protocol
such as [15] to ensure reliable delivery of data to all the nodes in the network. In [16]
the authors look at the Deluge protocol. Deluge’s density-aware, epidemic properties
help achieve reliability in unpredictable wireless environments and robustness when
node densities can vary by factors of thousands or more. Although we recognize the
importance of these investigations, they are somewhat orthogonal to our focus here,
i.e., evaluating the performance improvement for randomized broadcast protocols
obtainable through the use of local information and coordination.
Capacity of a multi-hop WSN and wireless multicast. There has been ex-
tensive work on characterizing the capacity of a multi-hop wireless ad hoc or sensor
network. Representative works include [17], [18], [19], [20]. We emphasize that the
majority of these papers deal with supporting multiple multi-hop point to point connec-
tions, not with supporting broadcast communication. The notion of capacity is very
different under the two scenarios: multi-hop connections require O(N) transmissions
in a N ×N network, whereas broadcasting requires O(N2) transmissions. One of the
contributions of our work is to take a first step towards a meaningful definition of
and investigation into the broadcast capacity of a WSN.
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Chaporkar et al. [21] investigate the problem of finding an optimal transmission
policy from the class of stable policies so as to maximize throughput for wireless mul-
ticast. In [22] the authors use a stochastic framework to explore the tradeoffs between
the QoS parameters such as throughput, stability and loss for multicast transmissions.
In particular the paper focuses on optimal transmission strategies to maximize system
throughput when subject to stability and loss constraints. Both these papers focus
on exploiting the inherently broadcast nature of wireless communication to design an
optimal MAC strategy for wireless multicast, and exploring the interplay between the
various QoS parameters. We, on the other hand, focus on exploring (via simulation)
the effect of communication and/or information coordination on the broadcast capac-
ity. Moreover, we investigate the costs associated with these mechanisms in terms of
various performance metrics that are pivotal to WSNs.
2.3 System model
2.3.1 Network and communication model
We consider a WSN whose topology is modeled as an undirected graph G = (V , E)
with |V| = N nodes and |E| = E edges. This graph determines the nodes that each
node is to coordinate with (but does not dictate which nodes may communicate).
The graph is formed by a boolean disk model: given a point process {Xi}, form the
graph G = (V , E), where (i, j) ∈ E if d(Xi, Xj) ≤ r, where d(Xi, Xj) is the distance
between Xi, Xj. The parameter r represents the maximum distance between nodes
such that two nodes may still successfully communicate in the absence of interference.
We assume protocol control packet transmissions are immune from interference while
data packet transmissions are subject to interference. That is, protocol control packet
success requires a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio (SNR), while data packet
transmission success requires a sufficiently high signal to interference and noise ratio
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(SINR). Protocol control packet exchanges allow nodes to share their communication
status and to specify which packets have already been received at each node. This
assumption may be justified by assuming protocol packet transmissions are done out
of band, and are sufficiently short to minimize the presence of interference.
Nodes in our protocols communicate asynchronously; hence time is continuous
(not slotted). The messages generated by each node for broadcast form independent
marked Poisson processes of rate λ/N , denoted by Ωi = {(T im, V im),m ∈ N}. Here,
{T im} are the new message generation times for node i (generated at rate λN ), and
the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) marks {V im} indicate the transmission
duration for each message. Varying V im allows us to capture varying message lengths.
Note, the overall message generation rate is N · λ
N
= λ. For simplicity, we set the
transmission durations, {V im}, to be independent and exponentially distributed with
parameter τ ; thus E[V ] = τ−1. Each transmission is preceded by a random pause
time. This has the effect of offsetting transmissions. Consider two adjacent trans-
mitters wishing to share a message with a receiver. In the asynchronous setting,
the second transmitter would hear the first transmitter and therefore has received
information. In particular, the second node knows that i) the transmitting node has
received the message, and ii) all of their mutual neighbors have now received the
message (assuming that the received SINR at these nodes is above the threshold).
This information may lead the second node to decide not to transmit at all, thereby
improving efficiency and/or coverage. The pause times are i.i.d. and exponentially
distributed with parameter µ, and hence have a mean of µ−1. Note that each message
transmission requires a pause time of mean µ−1 followed by a transmission time of
mean τ−1; as a result the average service time for a message is µ−1 + τ−1. There
is a natural tradeoff for µ. A large µ results in short pause times, thereby resulting
in lower delays. A large µ, however, means the system state between pause times is
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highly correlated, and the overhead required to query the system state is large and
has limited benefit. A small µ (longer pause times), on the other hand, results in a
low correlation between system state information between pause times, making the
information gathered more useful. Each node i maintains an ordered transmission
message queue. In addition, each node i also maintains a list of previously trans-
mitted messages. Each message is added to each node’s queue at most once, and
subsequent receptions of the same message are ignored.
A message transmission by node i is potentially received by any node j ∈ V . Our
communication model allows for channel variations and interference between trans-
missions. Each link is subject to channel variations implemented as Rayleigh fading:
ψi,j ∼ Exp(1), where ψi,j denotes the fading experienced by link (i, j). Fading is
independent in space (across nodes) and time (across transmissions). We assume the
channel coherence time to be on the order of the packet transmission time, thereby
implying that a packet sees a constant fading coefficient for the duration of its trans-
mission, and subsequent transmissions by a node see independent fading coefficients.
Assuming unit transmission powers, a transmission by node i will result in a potential
receiver j seeing a received signal with power of P ri,j(t) = ψi,j(t)d(Xi, Xj)
−α, where
d(Xi, Xj) denotes the distance between nodes i and j and α is the pathloss exponent.








where η is the common noise factor and T (t) is the set of transmitters at time t. The
transmission from i to j is successful provided SINRi,j(t) ≥ β over the time during
which i is transmitting.
Fig. 2.3 shows the node state model. As can be seen, nodes can only be in one of
three states at any given time: idle, transmit or receive (half-duplex communication).
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A node is initially in the idle state. When a node (say i) begins to transmit the
message at the front of its queue, all nodes in the idle state (say j) compute the
instantaneous SINR for that transmission. If SINRi,j(t) ≥ β then node j moves from
the idle to the receiving state and is locked on to node i’s transmission. Every time
any other node in the network (say k) begins transmitting the instantaneous SINR
is recomputed using Eqn. (2.1). As long as SINRi,j(t) ≥ β, node j remains in the
receiving state (locked on to node i). If, however, this SINR falls below β due to
node k’s new transmission, the SINR at j from k is computed. If SINRi,j(t) < β and
SINRk,j(t) ≥ β, node j switches allegiance to node k and locks on to its transmission
(remaining in the receiving state). Node i’s transmission attempt is deemed to have
been unsuccessful at j and this is counted as a collided transmission. Alternatively,
if SINRi,j(t) < β and SINRk,j(t) < β then node j moves to the idle state. Once a
node breaks off its allegiance to a transmitting node it can never lock back on to the
same transmission.
Fig. 2.4 depicts a sample protocol operation scenario with respect to the state di-
agram in Fig. 2.3. Consider this sample sequence of transmission and receive events.
A node i starts transmitting at time t, the resulting instantaneous SINR observed at
node j (which is in the idle state) is SINRi,j(t) (calculated using Eqn. (2.1)). Since
this SINR exceeds the threshold β, node j locks on to i’s transmissions and moves
to the receive state. At some time t1 before i’s transmission completes, another node
k begins transmitting. The new instantaneous SINRi,j(t1) is then computed. Since
this SINR is below β, i’s transmission is lost at j and this is termed a collision. The
node j however does not immediately move to the idle state. At the same time that
(i, j)’s instantaneous SINR is recomputed at t1, SINRk,j(t1) is computed. Since this
exceeds β, node j locks on to k’s transmission (remaining in the receiving state). If
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Figure 2.3: Node state transition diagram.
k’s transmission completes, and is successfully received by j.
2.3.2 Performance metrics
In the following definitions the term message average denotes an average over
those messages that are no longer in the system. Messages can exit the system in one
of two ways: either there are no pending transmissions of the message (the message
is not in any node’s queue), or the message was removed from the system because the
message timed out, discussed below. The superscript pi above each metric denotes its
evaluation for a particular protocol.
1. Coverage (Cpi(λ)): The coverage of protocol pi under message generation rate λ









where Cpim is the coverage for message m, i.e., the fraction of nodes that received
message m.
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Figure 2.4: Example of an event sequence for a protocol operation scenario.
2. Delay (Dpi(λ)): The delay for a message m, denoted Dpim, is defined as the
time from when the message was first introduced into the network (when it was first
generated) to the time when that message is no longer present in the queue of any node
in the network. Each message is dropped from the system (all the queues containing
the message) if more than Dmax seconds have elapsed since its initial generation time,
Tm. This is included to capture the fact that many broadcast messages are only useful
when delivered in a timely fashion. The delay of protocol pi under message generation








3. Capacity (λpimax(Cmin)): The primary goal of a broadcast protocol is to dissemi-
nate messages to a large fraction of the nodes in the network. We define the broadcast
capacity as the maximum new message generation rate, λ, such that the coverage does
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not fall below a specified minimum, Cmin. In particular,
λpimax(Cmin) = sup{λ : Cpi(λ) ≥ Cmin}. (2.4)
As the message generation rate λ increases, one of two things will happen. If the
protocol employs communication coordination (defined later), then increasing λ re-
sults in increased queueing delays as nodes wait longer for transmission opportunities.
Eventually these queueing delays cause the messages to time out, thereby limiting
their coverage. If the protocol does not employ CC, then increasing λ results in in-
creased message collisions, causing more messages to die out prematurely, thereby
limiting their coverage.
4. Efficiency (ηpi(λ)): Another goal of a broadcast protocol is to minimize the
number of redundant transmissions. The efficiency of a protocol pi under a message
generation rate λ is the message average ratio of the number of unique receptions of










where Npir,m is the total number of nodes receiving message m and N
pi
t,m is the total
number of transmissions for that message. The efficiency also captures the average
number of nodes receiving the message for the first time for each transmission.
5. Collision quotient (νpi(λ)): Consider a node j that is locked on to transmitter
i (i.e., SINRi,j(t) ≥ β at the instant i started transmitting). If another node k
commences transmission and the new instantaneous SINRi,j(t) < β, then node j will
lose i’s transmission. In this event a collision is said to have occurred (see Fig. 2.4).
The collision quotient of protocol pi under new message generation rate λ is defined
as the message average ratio of the number of colliding receptions of each message
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where Npic,m, is the number of colliding receptions for message m.
6. Energy (ζpi(λ)): WSN nodes generally have limited energy resources, hence it
is important to minimize this expenditure. The energy consumed is defined as the
average energy consumed over all nodes when operating under a particular protocol.
The energy consumed by a node i is a sum of the energy consumption in the trans-
mitting, receiving, and idle states. For the protocols that employ IC and/or CC there






















where Epi,iTotal is the energy consumption for node i. The energy consumed by a node
in each state is calculated by multiplying the amount of time a node is in each of
the states by the power expended while in that particular state. We used data from
mote specification sheets [23]. The ratio of transmit power to receive power is 4. We
assume that nodes remain in the idle state when not transmitting or receiving, and,
based on [23], set the ratio of receive to idle power at 4.5. The energy consumed for
control overhead is adjudicated as a one time additional term per query and not as a
power consumed over time. This is because the information relayed during a query
comprises of the message ID’s, which would be only a few bits, and hence would be
relayed almost instantaneously. Table 2.1 lists the power consumption under various
modes of operation.
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Table 2.1: Power consumption under various modes.
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Figure 2.5: The general operation of a protocol for a node.
2.4 Protocol summary
We employ four protocols to study the benefit of using IC and CC. Fig. 2.5
depicts the general operation of a protocol for a node. The node’s message transmis-
sions queue is non-empty and is in the middle of a transmission at time t. A node’s
transmission lasts for τ−1 seconds on average. Upon completion of the transmission
(at time t1), since the queue is non-empty the node will enter a random pause period
of average duration µ−1. Upon expiration of the pause period (time t2) the node de-
cides not to transmit (based on the protocol) and discards the packet. The node will
then enter another pause period, at the expiration of which (at t3) the node decides to
transmit the next packet. This transmission then ends at t4. The process continues
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as long as the message transmission queue is non-empty.
We consider four protocols for the four possibilities of using or not using IC and
CC.
(1) No IC and No CC. This is the asynchronous gossip protocol [7] with transmis-
sion probability p. Every time (t) the node enters the idle state with a non-empty
queue it sets a transmitTimer to go off at time t+ Exp(µ). Upon the expiration of
this timer, the node transmits the message at the front of its queue, with probability
p, after which the message is moved out of the queue. With probability 1 − p, the
message is removed from the queue without transmission. Subsequent receptions of
the same message are ignored. This last statement holds for all the protocols.
(2) Only IC. This protocol differs from the No IC and No CC protocol in
that it uses IC in making transmission decisions. Upon the expiration of node j’s
transmitTimer, it sends a protocol control packet to see what fraction of its neigh-
bors (say δmj ) have not received that particular message. It transmits the message if
this fraction is greater than or equal to the threshold value (δI), i.e., if δ
m





1i has not Rx message m ≡ δmj
 ≥ δI → j Tx m< δI → j does not Tx m . (2.8)
Γ(j) is defined by G in Section 2.3.1 (p. 16). Regardless of whether node j transmits
the message or not, the message is moved out of the node’s queue.
(3) Only CC. This protocol works as follows. A node wishing to transmit the
message broadcasts a request to send (RTS) protocol control packet to its neighbors.
Upon hearing this broadcast the nodes in the idle state in the neighborhood of the
transmitter respond with a clear to send (CTS) protocol control packet. If the node
that broadcasted the RTS decides to transmit, the idle nodes will move to the receiving
state (provided of course the received SINR ≥ β). If the fraction of neighbors that
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respond with a CTS (say υmj ) is greater than or equal to some threshold value (υC),





1i is idle ≡ υmj
 ≥ υC → j Tx m< υC → j does not Tx m . (2.9)
Messages remain in the node’s queues until they are transmitted which can result
in increasing message delays. The crucial CC component stems from the suppression
mechanism. If any other node that received the CTS broadcast by the idle nodes were
to begin a transmission before the issuer of the RTS completed its transmission, the
RTS issuer’s transmission could be lost due to collision. In order to prevent this from
happening those other nodes that receive the CTS will hold off their transmissions for
the transmission duration of the original RTS issuer.
Fig. 2.6 depicts operation of this protocol. Node j wishes to transmit a message.
At the end of the pause duration the node broadcasts a RTS (denoted by event 1).
Those nodes that are in the idle state (denoted in this case by the nodes i, k) will
respond with a CTS (denoted by event 2). Node j can then transmit the message
assuming υC ≤ 2/3. Nodes i and k then move to the received state. The CTS sent
by nodes i and k will serve as notice to their neighbors to not transmit until i and k
send an ACK to j, upon j’s completion.
(4) IC and CC. This protocol incorporates both CC and IC. The protocol is a simple
modification of the Only CC protocol described above. The change is as follows:
a node upon receiving a RTS will respond with a CTS if i) it is idle, and ii) it has
not already received the message. Thus the CC component comes from the RTS/CTS
protocol, while the IC component comes from the fact that nodes only send a CTS if
they want the message. The node issuing the RTS will transmit only if the fraction of



























Figure 2.6: General operation of the Only CC protocol.
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Table 2.2: Categorization of the protocols.
Protocol Parameter Transmission criterion
No IC and No CC p ∈ [0, 1] u ≥ p, u ∼ rand(0, 1)
Only IC δI ∈ [0, 1] δmj ≥ δI
Only CC υC ∈ [0, 1] υmj ≥ υC






1i has not Rx message m and is idle ≡ γmj
 ≥ γI,C → j Tx m< γI,C → j does not Tx m . (2.10)
Fig. 2.7 illustrates the Only IC and IC and CC protocol mechanisms. Table
2.2 summarizes the protocols. For the Only IC , Only CC , and IC and CC
protocols, the parameters δI , υC , and γI,C determine the degree of IC, CC, and IC +
CC respectively. For example, as we lower δI , the degree of information coordination
decreases, thereby redundant transmissions increase, lowering efficiency. Increasing
δI , on the other hand, reduces the number of redundant transmissions, improving
efficiency. Setting δI = 0 implies no information coordination, whereas δI = 1 implies
complete information coordination. Similarly, υC determines the degree of communi-
cation coordination. Lowering υC decreases the degree of coordination, resulting in
a possible increase in collisions, whereas increasing υC facilitates a higher degree of
communication coordination, thereby reducing collisions. Setting υC = 0 implies no
coordination, whereas υC = 1 implies complete coordination and hence zero collisions.
Similarly, γI,C = 0 implies neither information nor communication coordination, re-
sulting in poor efficiency and high collisions, whereas γI,C = 1 implies maximum
efficiency and zero collisions.
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Figure 2.7: Only IC and Both IC and CC protocol illustration.
2.5 Simulation overview: topologies, choice of network and protocol pa-
rameters
We now proceed to study via simulation the performance of the protocols dis-
cussed in Section 2.4 via performance metrics defined in Section 2.3.2.
2.5.1 Topologies
We consider two different types of topologies. First we look at a topology where
nodes are uniformly distributed in an arena. As mentioned earlier, this distribution
does not allow for the fact that the locations of nodes in a WSN will likely exhibit
some degree of clustering. With this in mind we also look at a particular clustered
topology called a Neyman-Scott cluster process.
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Differentiating a uniform distributed from a cluster process.
The Laplacian matrix, also known as the admittance matrix [24], [25], is a matrix
representation of the graph. For an undirected graph G = (V,E), let di denote the
degree of node i, i = 1..N . The Laplacian matrix is defined to be the matrix:
L(i, j) =

di, if i = j,
−1, if i and j are adjacent,
0, otherwise.
(2.11)
For a graph G with eigenvalues λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ .. ≤ λn−1:
1. L is always positive-semidefinite (∀i, λi ≥ 0).
2. λ0 is always 0.
The algebraic connectivity of a graph is the second smallest eigenvalue λ1 of the
Laplacian matrix. This eigenvalue is also known as the Fiedler eigenvalue [26] and
provides information regarding various important properties for the graph such as
clustering, synchronizability, as well its susceptibility to failures. In the context of
clustering, a low Fiedler value indicates that the graph has good clustering properties
[25], [27].
Table 2.3 shows the Fiedler eigenvalue’s of the various realizations of uniformly
distributed and clustered WSN topologies (we discuss the clustering process shortly).
The average Fiedler eigenvalues for the different realizations of the uniform and clus-
tered WSN topologies are: λ¯Unif1 = 0.5752, λ¯
Clust
1 = 0.1470. The lower value of λ¯
Clust
1
in comparison to λ¯Unif1 implies a higher degree of clustering for this topology.
We define the network radius as the radius of the circular arena within which
the nodes are placed. The following simulation parameters remain unchanged for all
simulations: noise power, η = 10−6 W; SINR threshold, β = 4 (≈ 6 dB); path loss
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Table 2.3: Fiedler eigenvalues (λ1) for different realizations of uniformly distributed
and clustered WSN.
λ1 for diff. realizations λ1 for diff. realizations λ1 for different realizations
















exponent α = 4; delay bound Dmax = 500 seconds. Our simulator is written in Java
and we run simulations to achieve a confidence interval (CI) of 99% with a relative
error of 1%. Each data point is the average over 30 different randomly generated
topologies and 10 runs for the topology under consideration.
Uniformly distributed WSN
To generate a random uniformly distributed topology the input parameters are
(i) the radius of the arena and (ii) the spatial intensity of points ϑp. The output
is a uniformly distributed point process. The algorithm to generate each realization
is given in Algorithm (2.12). Fig. 2.9(a) is one such realization of this uniformly
distributed WSN. Fig. 2.10(a) shows the neighbor coordination graph (G) for this
same realization. The results for Figs. 2.14 - 2.19 are an average over 30 different
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realizations of a uniformly distributed point process, with results for each topology
being an average over 10 runs. We use R = 57 m and ϑp = 0.01. This results in the
average number of points per realization being piR2ϑp ∼ 100 nodes.
Uniform distribution
Input: parameters R (radius of the arena), ϑp (spatial intensity of the points).
(Default values: R = 57 m, ϑp = 0.01)
Output: Uniform point process
1. Choose N , the number of points as ∼ Poisson(piR2ϑp).
2. For each point j = 1, . . . , N :
2.1. choose a random distance Dj ∼ Uniform(0, R).
2.2. choose a random orientation θj ∼ Uniform(0, 2pi).
2.3. place point at a location yj that is at distance Dj
from the origin with angle θj.
3. Return y1, . . . , yN .
(2.12)
Clustered graph
Definitions and notation are adopted from [28]. Neyman-Scott cluster processes
[28] are constructed as follows. The parent points form a stationary Poisson process
ψp = {x1, x2, ..} of intensity ϑp. Each cluster consists of a parent point and its
associated child points. The clusters can then be represented by Nxi = Ni + xi
for each xi ∈ ψp, where Ni is a set of translation vectors specifying the location
of each child from the parent. For example, Fig. 2.8 shows child points for N :=
{(1, 1), (−1, 0)} and xi = (0, 0). The distribution of the child point translation vectors







Figure 2.8: Sample cluster process.
where c¯ denotes the average number of points in each cluster. The number of points
per cluster is Poisson with intensity c¯. A Thomas cluster process is a particular
Neyman-Scott cluster process where the distance of each child point from its parent
point is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2 and the orientation angle
is uniform. To generate a realization of this clustered topology the input parameters
are (i) the radius of the arena, (ii) the spatial intensity of parent points ϑp, (iii)
the average number of child points per parent c¯, (iv) the variance of the normal
distribution σ2 that specifies the distribution of each child point around the parent.
The algorithm to generate each realization is given in Algorithm (2.13). Child points
that fall outside the arena are discarded. The results for Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 are an
average over 15 different realizations of a clustered point process, with results for each
topology being an average over 10 runs. Our results for the clustered topology are
averaged over a fewer number of realizations because of running time issues associated
with running simulations on this topology.
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Cluster process
Input: parameters R, ϑp, c¯, σ
2.
(Default values: R = 40 m, ϑp = 0.002, c¯ = 12, σ = 6)
Output: Clustered point process.
1. Choose N , the number of parent points as ∼ Poisson(piR2ϑp).
2. Place the N parent points uniformly at random over A = (0, R),
ψp = {x1, . . . , xN}.
3. For each parent point: i = 1, . . . , N :
3a. choose a random number of child points: Mi ∼ Poisson(c¯).
3b. for each child point j = 1, . . . ,Mi.
3.1 choose a random distance Di,j ∼ N(0, σ2).
3.2 choose a random orientation θi,j ∼ Uniform(0, 2pi).
3.3 place child point i of parent point j at a location yij that is
at distance |Dij| from point xi with angle θi,j.
4. Return {yij, j = 1, . . . ,Mi, i = 1, . . . , N}.
(2.13)
The Thomas cluster parameters are ϑp = 0.002, c¯ = 12 and σ = 6. Also we
use R = 40 m as opposed to R = 57 m for the uniformly distributed WSN case.
This results in the average number of points per realization of the cluster process
being piR2ϑpc¯ ∼ 120 nodes. When constructing the cluster process we needed to
ensure clustering while maintaining connectivity of the graph. Additionally, we had
to ensure that the number of nodes in the network wasn’t too high (due to running
time issues associated with running simulations on this topology). In order to address
these points we use a smaller sized arena for the clustered WSN case (R = 40 m as
opposed to R = 57 m used for the uniformly distributed WSN). Fig. 2.10(b) shows
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(a) 100 nodes uniformly distributed.
(b) 160 nodes placed using a cluster process.
Figure 2.9: Top: 100 nodes uniformly distributed over a circular arena of radius
R = 57 m, with ϑp = 0.01. Bottom: 160 node Thomas cluster process with ϑp =
0.002, R = 40 m, c¯ = 12 and σ = 6.
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(a) Neighbor coordination graph for WSN with 100 nodes
uniformly distributed.
(b) Neighbor coordination graph for 160 nodes, placed using
a cluster process.
Figure 2.10: Top: Neighbor coordination graph for the uniformly distributed WSN,
Bottom: Neighbor coordination graph for the clustered WSN. Here r : (i, j) ∈ E ⇐⇒
d(Xi, Xj) ≤ r is 22.3 m for both graphs.
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the neighbor coordination graph (G) for one such realization of the clustered WSN.
Note the higher density of edges in the neighbor coordination graph for the clustered
topology.
2.5.2 Choice of network parameters: µ−1, λ
The parameter µ−1 specifies a random pause period, thereby ensuring asynchronous
operation. After experimenting with a few different values of µ−1 we found that as
long as (i) the choice of µ−1 is large enough so as to ensure asynchronous operation,
and (ii) small enough so as to prevent bottlenecks due to large pause durations, the
resulting performance metrics depend only on τ−1 and not on the choice of µ−1. We
also observed that as µ−1 approaches 0 seconds (implying synchronous operation),
coverage drops, thereby confirming our intuition that an asynchronous mode of op-
eration is favorable for improving performance.
The parameter λ specifies the network wide message generation rate. The choice
of λ depends on the choice of µ−1. If the pause duration is large, a large λ will result
in messages rapidly congesting the network. Of course the choice of both µ−1 and
λ depend directly on the size of the network and the density of the nodes. In the
case where the average number of hops to traverse the network is large, λ needs to
be chosen so as to prevent messages from overwhelming the network. Also, λ for
a network in which node density is very high needs to be lower than the λ chosen
for a network that has a lower node density. Keeping mind all of the above factors
we choose µ−1 = 1/5 seconds and λ = 8 messages per second for the uniformly
distributed WSN.
Nodes within a cluster are tightly packed, resulting in a higher density of nodes
within clusters as opposed to the uniformly distributed WSN case. As a result, there
is a possibility of congestion (due to a message bottleneck) within a cluster if we use
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the same λ as before. To mitigate this, we use λ = 5, which is lower than the λ = 8 we
used in the uniformly distributed WSN case. We use µ−1 = 1/5 seconds (as before).
2.5.3 Choice of protocol parameters: δI , υC , γI,C
The parameters δI and υC help in improving the efficiency and reducing collisions,
respectively. The higher the values of δI and υC , the greater the improvement in
performance, however too high a value may negatively impact the coverage. As we
increase δI the requirements for transmission become more stringent, as a result a
node will only transmit if a high fraction of its neighbors do not have the message.
Similarly, as we increase υC a node will transmit only if a high fraction of its neighbors
are in the idle state. A high value of υC leads to increasing message delays, which
in turn results in messages timing out, resulting in reduced coverage. We base our
selection of δI , υC , γI,C on the coverage (C
pi) and efficiency (ηpi) metrics. For the
Only IC and IC and CC protocols we select δI = 0.2, γI,C = 0.2 based on our
simulation results, which indicate that these values ensure good coverage in both
the underloaded and overloaded regimes. Choosing δI , γI,C ≥ 0.2 severely limits the
achievable coverage in the underloaded regime.
We next present simulation results showing coverage (Cpi) and efficiency (ηpi) under
the three protocols as we vary the average transmission duration (τ−1) for various
coordination threshold parameters for the case of the uniformly distributed WSN.
Fig. 2.11 shows Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the (i) Only IC
and (ii) IC and CC protocols for various coordination threshold parameters δI , γI,C
for one realization of a uniformly distributed WSN. Fig. 2.12 shows Efficiency
(ηpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the (i) Only IC and (ii) Only CC protocols
for the various coordination threshold parameters for one realization of a uniformly
distributed WSN.
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Fig. 2.11 : Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
Only IC (Fig. 2.11(a)): There are two clear regimes with respect to τ−1. When τ−1
is low, the mean Tx duration is small, as a result collisions are negligible and messages
exit the system very quickly. Hence we refer to the low τ−1 region as underloaded.
When τ−1 is high, messages congest the network and we call this the overloaded region.
As δI is increased the achievable coverage in the underloaded regime (low τ
−1) drops.
Choosing δI ≈ 0.2 ensures near perfect coverage in the underloaded regime and at
the same time maintains fair coverage in the overloaded regime. These regimes are
highlighted in Fig. 2.13.
IC and CC (Fig. 2.11(b)): Observe that when γI,C < 0.5 there is no discernible
difference in coverage. Also when γI,C > 0.7 coverage in the underloaded regime
suffers. γI,C ≈ 0.6 gives the best performance in the underloaded and at the same
time maintains competitive coverage in the overloaded regimes.
Fig. 2.12 : Efficiency (ηpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
Only IC (Blue lines): As τ−1 increases η drops, due to the lack of CC, which results
in an increase in collisions thereby resulting in a drop in receptions (and efficiency).
Only CC (Red lines): As τ−1 increases the benefit of CC is realized resulting in an
increase in η. When τ−1 is small collisions are negligible. The function of CC is to
coordinate transmissions so as to increase probability of success, it does not specifically
improve efficiency. Hence for low τ−1 efficiency is 1. As τ−1 increases, increasing
backoffs results in a decrease in transmission attempts due to messages timing out,
which leads to reduced coverage. Hence although we observe an improvement in
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(b) Both IC and CC protocol.
Figure 2.11: Uniformly distributed WSN - Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for the (a) Only IC and (b) IC and CC protocols with message
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Figure 2.12: Uniformly distributed WSN - Efficiency (ηpi) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for the Only IC (broken lines) and Only CC (solid lines) protocols
with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean backoff duration (µ−1) = 0.2.
2.6 Results for uniformly distributed WSN
Before moving on to discussing the various results we provide a brief summary of
the various plots:
1. Fig. 2.13 shows Capacity (λpimax) vs. mean Tx duration (τ
−1) for the various
protocols for one realization of a uniformly distributed WSN.
2. Fig. 2.14 shows Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a uniformly
distributed WSN.
3. Fig. 2.15 shows Efficiency (ηpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a uniformly
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distributed WSN.
4. Fig. 2.16 shows Delay (Dpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a uniformly
distributed WSN.
5. Fig. 2.17 shows Collisions (νpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a uniformly
distributed WSN.
6. Fig. 2.18 shows Energy consumption (ζpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for
the various protocols and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a
uniformly distributed WSN.
7. Fig. 2.19 shows Overhead vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various protocols
and is an average taken over 30 different realizations of a uniformly distributed
WSN.
8. Fig. 2.20 shows Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 15 different realizations of a cluster
process.
9. Fig. 2.21 shows Delay (Dpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1) for the various
protocols and is an average taken over 15 different realizations of a cluster
process.
10. Fig. 2.22 shows operation of the various protocols when operating under a
limited energy budget of 0.5− 1 J per node for one realization of the uniformly
distributed WSN.
We now compare the various protocols on the basis of the performance metrics
discussed in Section 2.3.2 for the uniformly distributed WSN.
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Fig. 2.13 : Capacity (λpimax) vs. mean Tx duration (τ
−1)
This plot shows the capacity (λpimax) subject to a coverage constraint of Cmin = 90%
versus the mean transmissions duration (τ−1), a proxy for packet length. This plot
illustrates the appropriate domain of the two controls we are considering: in the un-
derloaded regime there is no need for control since there are no collisions. In the
overloaded regime there is also no need for control since the controls we employ are
unable to provide any meaningful capacity improvements under heavy loads due to
the high collisions experienced. In between these two regimes, however, we observe
the benefits of employing IC and CC. The IC component reduces the number of trans-
missions, improving efficiency and coverage, whereas the backoff mechanism for CC
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Figure 2.13: Uniformly distributed WSN - Capacity (λpimax) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for all protocols with minimum coverage (Cmin) = 90% and mean
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Figure 2.14: Uniformly distributed WSN - Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean
backoff duration (µ−1) = 0.2.
Fig. 2.14: Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
This plot shows coverage vs mean Tx duration (τ−1) for all the protocols. Just like
the capacity plot we observe that IC and CC improves the achievable coverage for
τ−1 roughly between 0.005 and 1. However as τ−1 decreases (below 0.005), collisions
drop and high coverage is achievable without the use of IC or CC. Also note that
in the overloaded regime, CC alone is best for τ−1 large (when υC = 1.0). The
CTS deferral requests of CC in the overloaded regime have the effect of spacing out
transmission attempts in time, achieving a higher coverage than the other protocols,
at the expense of increased delay. When operating in the overloaded regime, the
Only IC suffers from a high number of failed transmissions resulting in reduced
coverage. This is a result of the lack of any mechanism to reduce collisions. Adding
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CC to this protocol results in improved coverage in the overloaded regime. When
all coordination threshold parameters have the same value (0.2) we observe that the
Only CC protocol performs better than the gossip protocol but not as well as the
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Figure 2.15: Uniformly distributed WSN - Efficiency (ηpi) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean
backoff duration (µ−1) = 0.2.
Fig. 2.15: Efficiency (ηpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
Only CC:When τ−1 is small, collisions are negligible, as a result backoffs are negligi-
ble. Therefore almost all nodes end up transmitting at the first available opportunity.
The result is an efficiency of nearly 1 as the ratio of unique receptions per transmis-
sion is 1. Hence for very small τ−1, CC is extremely inefficient. When operating
under CC, as τ−1 increases, backoffs increase, resulting in more timeouts, which in
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turn results in a fewer number of transmissions, and hence higher efficiency. Only
IC: IC does not attempt to coordinate transmissions. As a result there is no attempt
to postpone transmissions with increasing τ−1. This leads to an increase in collisions,
resulting in a decrease in the number of unique receptions. The end result is a drop
in η which tends to 1 (as τ−1 grows large). IC and CC: Here we observe a drop in
η with increasing τ−1 due to increased collisions. The CC component however miti-
gates this effect, relative to the Only IC protocol. No IC and No CC: Efficiency
is relatively insensitive to τ−1 over the simulated range; it begins to drop first around
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Figure 2.16: Uniformly distributedWSN - Delay (Dpi) vs. mean transmission duration
(τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean backoff duration
(µ−1) = 0.2.
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Fig. 2.16: Delay (Dpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
Effect of CC: As τ−1 increases, message delay increases due to increasing backoffs.
We observe that the delay peaks at a certain point, beyond which it begins to drop.
As mentioned earlier we set Dmax = 500 seconds. The reason that the maximum de-
lay observed is not Dmax is because not all messages will incur this maximum delay,
and prior to congestion, messages exit the system naturally without timeout. Since
all metrics are computed as a message average, the lower delays experienced by the
earlier messages reduces the average delay to a value that is less than Dmax. We also
observe that once delay peaks, it begins to drop. Increasing τ−1 means that message
transmissions last longer. Successful reception requires that the SINR at the receiver
be sufficiently high for the duration of the transmission. As transmission durations
increase the likelihood of a new transmission seeing potential interference increases.
The backoff mechanism focuses on providing a potential transmission the best op-
portunity to be successfully received, successful reception, however, depends on the
SINR. As τ−1 increases there is an increased likelihood of strong interference, which
results in a drop in successful receptions, which in turn results in a drop in coverage
and hence delay.
Effect of IC: As τ−1 increases the lack of CC results in a drop in successful recep-
tions, which results in a drop in delay. Also observe that in the underloaded regime,
protocols that employ IC have higher delays than those protocols that do not employ
IC. This is because IC reduces the number of transmissions, which means that the
message will require more time to traverse the network (as not all nodes that receive
the message will transmit it). This improvement in efficiency resulting from a reduc-
tion in redundant transmissions comes at the cost of higher delay.
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Fig. 2.17: Collisions (νpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
This plot shows the benefit of CC on collisions. When τ−1 is small transmissions
are near-instantaneous, as a result collisions are negligible for all the protocols. The
rate of collisions increases as τ−1 increases. This increase is more rapid for protocols
not employing CC. Observe also that adding IC to the Only CC protocol results in
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Figure 2.17: Uniformly distributed WSN - Collisions (νpi) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean
backoff duration (µ−1) = 0.2.
Fig. 2.18: Energy consumption (ζpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
In the underloaded regime, we observe that the normalized energy consumption is
under 1 (J) for all the protocols. Observe that the energy consumption for the pro-
tocols that employ IC is slightly more than those protocols that do not employ IC in
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this regime. This is the cost of IC, and is attributable to the longer message delay
under the IC protocols in the underloaded regime. The amount of extra energy is
proportional to the degree of IC.
For the protocols employing CC, moving towards the overloaded regime results in in-
creases in both the frequency and duration of backoffs. The increased frequency and
duration of backoffs results in increased message delays, which increases the amount
of time nodes spend in the idle state, which in turn results in increased energy con-
sumption. There is also an additional energy expenditure due to the increased use of
RTS/CTS control messages. Observe that between τ−1 ∼ 0.003− 0.1 adding IC to the
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Figure 2.18: Uniformly distributed WSN - Normalized Energy (ζpi) vs. mean trans-
mission duration (τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and
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Figure 2.19: Uniformly distributed WSN - Overhead (Energyquery/Energytot) vs.
mean transmission duration (τ−1) for all protocols with message generation rate
(λ) = 8 and mean backoff duration (µ−1) = 0.2.
Fig. 2.19: Overhead (Energyquery/Energytot) vs. mean Tx duration (τ
−1)
This plot depicts the fractional overhead measured as the ratio of energy expended
in querying to total energy expended.
Underloaded regime. The No IC and No CC protocol does not use any local
information in making transmission decisions, as a result overhead for this protocol
is zero. For the remaining protocols we observe that the fractional overhead is at its
maximum value in the underloaded regime and drops as we move towards the over-
loaded regime. We observe that the only CC protocol has the highest overhead. In
the underloaded regime every node will end up transmitting every message, querying
its neighbors in the process. The Only IC protocol employs fewer transmissions
and hence has lower overhead than the Only CC protocol. Overloaded regime.
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Only CC: As we move towards the overloaded regime, backoffs increase. Also since
transmission durations increase, a large amount of time is spent waiting for the best
opportunity to transmit. As a result the fraction of energy expended in querying
drops, which is why we observe a drop in overhead for the Only CC protocol. Only
IC: as we move towards the overloaded regime, transmissions durations increase.
This results in increasing collisions, leading to lost transmissions, and a drop in query
overhead since messages die out. We observe that the overhead is justifiable in the
overloaded regime, since the size of queries and responses are small relative to the
message size (duration).
2.7 Results for clustered WSN
Fig. 2.20: Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
As observed in the case of the uniformly distributed WSN Fig. 2.14 the No IC or
CC protocol is the first protocol that exhibits a drop as we move towards the over-
loaded regime. Importance of IC. Next to exhibit a drop in coverage is the Only
CC protocol. A major difference between the coverage for the clustered topology
vs. coverage for the uniformly distributed case is the difference in coverage between
the Only IC and Only CC protocols. We observe that even with complete CC
(υC = 1.0) the Only IC protocol outperforms the Only CC protocol over a large
range of τ−1. This is a direct consequence of the clustered topology. Clustering leads
to increased message congestion, resulting in an increased dependence on IC to com-
bat congestion.
Importance of CC. As τ−1 increases beyond 0.01 collisions increase and IC alone
cannot sustain coverage. As a result we observe that the Only IC protocol begins
to exhibit a drop in coverage. Adding CC to the Only IC protocol results in the IC
and CC protocol having the best performance of all protocols as we move towards
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the overloaded regime. Contrast this to the uniformly distributed case where the
Only CC protocol with υC = 1.0 performs better than the IC and CC protocol
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Figure 2.20: Clustered graph - Coverage (Cpi) vs. mean transmission duration (τ−1)
for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 5 and mean backoff duration
(µ−1) = 0.2.
Fig. 2.21: Delay (Dpi) vs. mean Tx duration (τ−1)
The delay plot for the clustered topology is similar to the delay for the uniformly
distributed WSN case. Effect of CC: As τ−1 increases, message delay increases
due to increasing backoffs. Again, once delay peaks, increasing τ−1 increases the
likelihood of interferers, resulting in a drop in successful receptions, which results in
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a drop of coverage and hence delay.
Effect of IC: As τ−1 increases the lack of CC results in a drop in successful receptions,
which results in a drop in delay.
One noticeable difference between this and the delay plot for the uniformly distributed
case is the fact that the delay for the IC and CC protocol is always less than the
delay for the Only CC protocol (in the uniformly distributed case they delays are
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Figure 2.21: Clustered graph - Delay (Dpi) vs. mean transmission duration (τ−1)
for all protocols with message generation rate (λ) = 5 and mean backoff duration
(µ−1) = 0.2.
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2.8 Results for random node failures
In this section we study the performance of the various protocols for one realization
of the uniformly distributed WSN (Fig. 2.9(a)) under node failures that result from
energy depletion. Each node is assigned a random energy budget between 0.5 − 1
J under a uniform distribution. Energy consumption for the nodes is then tracked.
Once the node’s energy budget is depleted, the node fails permanently. Node failures
are tracked as a percentage of the total nodes in the network. The simulation is
terminated once a specified fraction of the nodes have failed.
Fig. 2.22: Energy budget of 0.5− 1 J per node
As observed in Fig. 2.18 the cost of trying to sustain coverage in the overloaded
regime is a higher energy budget requirement for the protocols that employ CC. In
Fig. 2.22 we study the effect of energy depletion related node failures on coverage.
We study performance for cases where up to 30% and 70% node failures are allowed,
before the simulation is terminated.
Fig. 2.22 (top): 30% node failures
The IC and CC protocol performs significantly better than all the other protocols
except in the overloaded regime. The increase in coverage of the IC and CC protocol
over the Only IC protocol is attributable to the reduction in collisions achieved by
CC, preventing messages from dying out prematurely. The increase in coverage of the
IC and CC protocol above the Only CC protocol is attributable to their different
coordination thresholds. With υC = 1.0, nodes must wait for perfect coordination,
which results in message timeouts and hence low coverage. With γI,C = 0.2, the
CC requirement is much less stringent, resulting in lower delay, less timeout, and
increased coverage.
Fig. 2.22 (bottom): 70% node failures
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(")) for msg gen rate (") = 8 with 70% node failures, 0.5 J - 1 J
No IC or CC, p = 0.8
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Loss in coverage due to inability of CC
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(b) 70 % node failures, 0.5− 1J
Figure 2.22: Uniformly distributed WSN - Coverage (C) vs. mean transmission
duration (τ−1) with message generation rate (λ) = 8 and mean backoff duration
(µ−1) = 0.2, with nodes randomly assigned an energy budget of 0.5− 1 J.
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the IC and CC protocol. We observe that in the 70% case this protocol performs the
worst of all protocols over a significant τ−1 range. This is because we are now relying
more on CC to sustain coverage (as specified by the 70% node failures parameter),
however the energy budget of 0.5−1 J is insufficient for CC to do this, as this budget
needs to be divided between two different mechanisms: IC and CC. Effectively we
are expending the complete energy budget of the nodes with no benefit in coverage.
When Only CC is allowed to use the entire budget we observe that this protocol
performs noticeably better than the IC and CC protocol.
We summarize the above discussion as follows: When operating under limited
energy constraints it is better to rely purely on CC to sustain coverage in the overloaded
regime. The only way to guarantee better coverage for the IC and CC protocol over




• The use of IC or CC will have little or no effect on the broadcast capacity when
the network is either i) underloaded (as there is no need for coordination), or
ii) overloaded (as no amount of coordination can help). The use of IC and/or
CC can have a significant effect on the broadcast capacity in the intermediate
loading regime.
• As network load increases, the use of CC has several effects: i) delay increases,
ii) efficiency increases, iii) coverage is higher than under non-CC protocols.
Delay increases because nodes must wait an increasingly long time for viable
transmission opportunities, thereby increasing the fraction of messages that are
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dropped due to violation of their delay constraint. Efficiency (the number of
successful receptions over the number of transmission attempts) increases since
there are fewer transmission attempts. Coverage is higher than under non-CC
protocols since without CC messages die out very early due to high collision
rate.
• As network load increases, the use of IC has several effects: i) the collision
rate increases (much more dramatically than with CC), ii) the efficiency de-
creases, iii) the delay decreases. Uncoordinated communication attempts are
increasingly likely to collide as the network load increases, and this increased
collision rate decreases the efficiency. As load increases there are more mes-
sages that die out prematurely, and this decreases the average time a message
spends in the system, decreasing the delay metric. Finally, in a low-loaded net-
work IC suffers a higher delay than non-IC protocols: transmitting only when
a sufficiently high number of neighbors do not yet have the message results in
messages propagating more slowly than when this requirement is absent.
• Increasing the degree of coordination required for transmission has both positive
and negative effects. Increasing the IC requirement leads to increased efficiency,
but if the requirement is too stringent then eventually too many nodes will elect
not to transmit and the messages will die out early, thereby reducing coverage.
Similarly, increasing the CC requirement leads to reduced collisions, but if the
requirement is too stringent then eventually too many nodes wait too long
for a suitable transmission time, thereby increasing queueing delay, leading to
message time out, and again, to reduced coverage.
• As network load increases, the use of IC reduces the number of redundant
transmissions, resulting in an improvement in performance over protocols that
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employ only CC. Beyond a certain network load however, IC alone is unable
to sustain coverage due to the lack of any mechanism to reduce colliding trans-
missions. As as we move to the over-loaded regime, the use of CC provides an
improvement in coverage.
• The fraction of energy spent in querying local state information is high in the
underloaded regime where congestion is low and hence delays are short. In
the overloaded regime, almost all energy is consumed in keeping the node on
because of the long delays required due to high congestion and the relative cost
of coordination is very low.
• Message congestion is greater in a clustered WSN as opposed to a uniformly
distributed WSN. As a result, even a low degree of IC results in improved perfor-
mance in comparison to a protocol that does not employ IC. This improvement
is clearly evident as we move from the underloaded to the overloaded regime.
This is quite different from the uniformly distributed WSN case, where CC
alone is able to yield superior performance in the overloaded regime.
• When operating under limited energy constraints it is better to rely purely on
CC to sustain coverage in the overloaded regime. The only way to guarantee
better coverage when employing both IC and CC is to either limit the reliance
on CC, or allocate a large energy budget.
2.9.2 Design insights
The above findings offer several key design insights. We now demonstrate how
these findings can be used at design time to ensure the best performance of the
network when operating under various requirements.
• If the operational requirement is to ensure maximum capacity between the
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underloaded and overloaded regimes then we need to employ both IC and CC.
If a design constraint dictates the use of only one of these mechanisms, it is
better to use IC as opposed to CC.
• Similarly given the capacity plot for the uniformly distributed WSN we can
differentiate the performance of the two mechanisms on the basis of the regime
of operation, allowing the designer to decide whether there is any benefit of
employing one, both, or neither mechanisms.
• Successful operation may require that coverage never drop below a certain frac-
tion. The designer can use the coverage plot to determine whether the use of
a mechanism is justified when operating at a particular τ−1. In the case where
the choice of mechanism(s) depends on more than one metric the designer can
refer to the various metric plots, using these as a guideline on which to base his
selection. For example consider a scenario where delay is a binding constraint.
When operating under heavy load, CC will lead to excessive message drops also
resulting in low coverage and high node failures due to possible battery deple-
tion. In a situation where we require that coverage be no less than say 50%, the
use of CC cannot be justified. This information can be used by the designer to
ensure that energy is not wasted.
2.9.3 Future work
There are several promising directions of future work for this section. One of these
is to study the performance of the various protocols on a variety of topologies, each of
which exhibit unique properties. The results presented here are limited to a uniform
distribution of nodes and a clustered topology. Consider two additional topologies: i)
a small world graph and ii) an expander graph. Small world graphs are characterized
by their small diameters whereas an expander graph is a sparse graph which has
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high connectivity. Both topologies are robust to failures. Studying the performance
of the protocols on a variety of topologies will yield a better understanding of their
performance.
Additionally one may consider implementing the suite of protocols on actual sensor
nodes and study their performance for random topologies, and perhaps even some of
the topologies discussed in the chapter. Even though an actual implementation might
only be possible on a small network (perhaps 10 - 20 nodes), this will offer invaluable
insight into possible design and implementation challenges, as well as insight into
improvements to the protocols not evident during conceptualization and from the
simulation results.
Another direction is to perform a comparison study of the various metrics for the
various protocols. Our study of the protocols is currently limited to fixing the network
parameters µ−1, λ and studying the relative performance of the various protocols in
terms of the defined metrics. An alternate approach would be to study some subset
of metrics while keeping all other metrics constant, in effect tuning the coordination
threshold parameters. To elaborate, consider the following example: we wish to
compare efficiency, delay, and collision quotient for the Only IC, Only CC and IC
and CC protocols while ensuring a coverage of 80% for all three protocols, for some
preset values of the network parameters. This is done by varying the threshold of
coordination for each of these protocols. Similarly one can fix delay for all protocols
while comparing the other metrics. This will yield valuable insights about which
metrics dominate over others, as well as the relative degrees of coordination required
to maintain a certain value of a metric, in effect quantifying the relative dominance
of the coordination parameters.
The work presented in this Section has appeared in [3], [4], [5], and is under review
for Elsevier Ad Hoc Networks.
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3. Transmission coordination for ad hoc networks (AHNs)
3.1 Introduction
Transmission coordination refers to the process of efficiently arranging simultane-
ous transmissions in space. This forms an important part of scheduling which involves
arranging simultaneous transmissions in space, time, and frequency. We assume an
ad hoc network (AHN) with limited spectrum, necessitating that concurrent trans-
missions must be spread out in space to avoid them generating excessive interference
for their respective receivers.
Our focus in this chapter is to study optimal transmission coordination under
the presence or absence of various communication constraints. These communication
constraints can be a result of hardware limitations of the transceiver, or the opera-
tional mode of the network. Table 3.1 gives a description of these constraints, and
possible means of circumventing them.
The first three constraints, i.e., half-duplex (HD), single reception (SR), and uni-
cast (UC) are termed primary constraints, whereas the protocol interference (I) con-
straint is referred to as a secondary constraint. The HD constraint forbids a node
from simultaneously transmitting and receiving, the SR constraint forbids a node
from receiving from multiple transmitters, and the UC constraint forbids a node from
transmitting distinct information to multiple receivers. The I constraint restricts a
node from reception if there is an interfering transmission in its vicinity. A transmis-
sion is denoted by a directed edge from the transmitter (tail) to the receiver (head),
with edges being weighted. The weights may represent the value of the communica-
tion, the quality of the link, etc.
The optimization problems in this chapter seek to select a set of concurrent trans-
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Table 3.1: Description of, reasons for, and means to circumvent communication con-
straints.
Constraint Abbr. Description
Half-duplex HD A node can not concurrently transmit and receive.
Single reception SR A node can not concurrently receive from multiple
transmitters.
Unicast UC A node can not concurrently transmit distinct
information to multiple receivers.
Interference I A node can not receive if there is any
interfering transmission in its vicinity.
Constraint Reason for constraint To circumvent constraint
Half-duplex Transceiver design Full-duplex transceiver,
multiple channels
Single reception Receiver design Multi-user detection
Unicast Source/channel code design Broadcast channel codes
Interference Receiver design, lack of CSI, Interference cancellation, error
channel conditions correction, reduced data rates,
spread spectrum
missions (edges in the communication graph) that maximize the weighted sum of the
selected edges when subject to some subset of the communication constraints. Each
possible subset of communication constraints is called a communication constraint
set (CCS). We express each of these problems as an integer linear program (ILP). An
ILP seeks to maximize a linear objective (say wTx) subject to linear constraints (say
Ax ≤ b) over decision variables x = (x1, ..., xM) taking integer values:
maxx∈ZM+ {wTx : Ax ≤ b} (3.1)
In our case each decision variable is either zero or one (xl ∈ {0, 1}) indicating whether
or not the edge is in the selected set.
Two key concepts we will employ for solving these optimization problems are
matroids and totally unimodular matrices (TUMs). Matroids are a class of subset
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systems (used to model constraints) for which greedy algorithms yield optimal solu-
tions. We will classify which CCSs are matroids. TUMs have the property that an
ILP with a TUM constraint matrix may be solved as an LP by relaxing the integrality
constraint (in our case relaxing each xi ∈ {0, 1} to each xi ∈ [0, 1]).
We will also introduce two natural heuristics and study their performance for
the various problems. The length heuristic adds edges to the solution set in order
of increasing/decreasing edge lengths, while satisfying the constraint criteria. The
degree heuristic orders the edges by head or tail degree. If two edges have the same
degree we break ties on either edge weight or edge length.
Summary of findings. We characterize the Primal-Dual LP pairs of the problems.
We demonstrate that only the UC, SR and the combined UC, SR problems are solv-
able via LP relaxation. The rest of the problems require ILP formulations which
may be computationally intractable for large networks. We also show that the UC
and SR problems are matroids and hence solvable via greedy algorithms. We show
that at least one (and in some cases both) of our heuristics work very well for all
primary constraint problems, however, performance suffers in almost all cases under
the inclusion of the secondary I constraint.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the various
communication constraints, construction of the matrices for these constraints, and the
formulation of the optimization problem. Related work is discussed in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 presents a brief summary of the results. Section 3.5 lists the Primal-Dual
LP pairs for the problems and the impact of TUM on the LP formulations. Section
3.6 investigates which problems yield a matroid structure. Section 3.7 compares
the heuristics to the optimal solution. Section 3.8 looks at the impact of the various
constraints. Finally, Section 3.9 presents a conclusion and promising future directions.
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3.2 Communication constraints and the optimization problem
3.2.1 Communication and Interference graph.
We assume that all nodes employ unit transmission power. The communication
graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) (with |Vc| = N and |Ec| =M) is directed with an edge from i to
j indicating that i is able to successfully transmit to j in the absence of interference.
Specifically, η is the common noise factor at every node v ∈ Vc. Also, we define the
symmetric N × N channel matrix H with entries Huv ∈ R+ that denote the power
attenuation factor of the channel from u to v at a particular instant of time. A directed
edge (u, v) is added if the SNR from u to v (Huv/η) exceeds the SNR constraint βc.
The interference graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) (with |Vi| = N) is constructed in a similar
manner with βi specifying the interference threshold, i.e., Ei = {(s, t) : Hst/η ≥ βi}.
Both graphs Gi, Gc are directed, but edges come in pairs:
(u, v) ∈ Ec(Ei) iff
(v, u) ∈ Ec(Ei)
(3.2)
3.2.2 Transmission vector.
In this chapter we focus on unidirectional point to point communication. For the
case of point to point transmissions, the transmission coordination problem requires
identification of an optimal subset of edges from the communication graph, E∗S ⊆ Ec.
The feasible set is exponentially large in N , i.e., E∗S ∈ P(Ec), the power set of Ec,
where |P(Ec)| = 2M , for M = |Ec| = O(N2) the size of Gc. The transmission
vector for a particular point to point schedule, say ES, is a {0, 1}-valued M -vector,
x = (x1, . . . , xM), with elements xe = 1 if edge e ∈ ES and xe = 0 if edge e /∈ ES.
The transmission vector is the decision variable for the transmission coordination
combinatorial optimization problem.
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Transmission coordination schemes can be classified as maximum or maximal. A
coordination scheme is maximum if its cardinality is at least as large as that of all
feasible schedules. A coordination scheme is maximal if adding any additional trans-
missions violates one or more of the constraints. Finding the maximum coordination
scheme generally requires searching over the entire state space and in some cases can
be a NP-Hard problem. Maximal coordination schemes on the other hand, are easily
found by greedy algorithms.
3.2.3 Performance objective.
The performance objective of interest is to maximize the weighted sum of the
selected edges. The weight vector w = (w1, . . . , wM) has elements wm ∈ R+ denoting
the relative value of activating each edge, and the transmission coordination objective
is to maximize wTx. Maximizing the number of edges corresponds to w = 1.
3.2.4 Communication constraints
Each of the communication constraints is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The shaded (red)
node circles identifies those nodes that violate the constraint(s) under consideration.
Under the I constraint each node has an associated list of interfering neighbors. A
node may not receive from a transmitter if any of its interfering neighbors are also
transmitting. Specifically, define Γin(v),Γout(v) as the set of incoming and outgoing
neighbors of each v ∈ Vi. The interference constraint states a transmission attempt
from u to v fails if any node t ∈ Γini (v) is transmitting.
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Half-duplex (HD) Unicast (UC) Single Rx (SR)
A node may not 
simultaneously Tx and Rx
A node may not Tx distinct 
packets to multiple Rx
A node may not simultaneously 









A node may not Rx from a Tx if any of its interfering neighbors are Tx.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the primary and secondary constraints. Violating nodes
are denoted by red circles.
The constraints are presented in linear form (Ax ≤ 1), where A is {0, 1}-valued
and has M columns. The rows of A indicate incompatible edges, i.e., the ones in
each row in A represent a set (or pair) of edges that cannot be simultaneously active
as they together violate one or more of the governing constraints. The number of
rows in A varies depending on the active constraints. Here 1 = (1, ..., 1) is a vector
of ones with the same dimension as the number of rows of A. This mathematical
formulation of the communication constraints allow us to express the point to point
transmission coordination problem as a family of integer linear programming (ILP)
problems, shown below. The objective is to maximize wTx over all possible trans-
mission vectors x ∈ {0, 1}M , subject to any subset of the three primary constraints,
and the protocol interference constraint.
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maximize wTx
over x ∈ {0, 1}M
subject to any subset of
(primary constraints) AHDx ≤ 1
ASRx ≤ 1
AUCx ≤ 1
(secondary constraint) AIx ≤ 1
(3.3)
Primary communication constraints. There are three possible primary commu-
nication constraints.
Half-duplex: Given the directed communication graph Gc = (Vc, Ec), define
KHD to be the set of head-to-tail pairs of edges
KHD = {{(i, j), (j, k)} : i, j, k ∈ Vc, (i, j), (j, k) ∈ Ec}. (3.4)
Let KHD = |KHD| be the number of such edge pairs. Form the KHD×M matrix AHD
with elements:
AHDef,g =
 1, g = e or f0, else , (3.5)
where each row in AHD corresponds to a head-to-tail edge pair (e, f) in KHD. Note
that each row of AHD has exactly two 1’s in the positions of the two edges comprising
the pair. The linear constraint AHDx ≤ 1 prohibits any two edges that form a
head-to-tail pair from being simultaneously active.
Single reception: a node can not concurrently receive from multiple transmit-
ters. Define the N ×M matrix ASR (with each row representing a node), and an
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entry:
ASRj,e = 1 if e = (i, j) is an incoming edge of node j. (3.6)
The constraint is ASRx ≤ 1, i.e., at most one incoming edge for any node can be
active at a time.
Unicast: a node can not concurrently transmit distinct information to multiple
receivers. Define the N ×M matrix AUC (with each row representing a node), and
an entry:
AUCj,e = 1 if e = (i, j) is an outgoing edge of node j. (3.7)
The constraint is AUCx ≤ 1, i.e., at most one outgoing edge of each node can be
active at a time.
Interference communication constraint.
Given the directed communication graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) and the interference graph
Gi = (Vi, Ei), define KI to be the set of pairs of edges that interfere with one another:
KI = {{(i, j), (k, l)} : i, j, k, l ∈ Vc, (i, j), (k, l) ∈ Ec, (i, l) ∈ Ei or (k, j) ∈ Ei}.
(3.8)
Let KI = |KI| be the number of such edge pairs. Form the KI ×M matrix AI with
elements:
AIef,g =
 1, g = e or f0, else , (3.9)
where each row in AI corresponds to a pair of conflicting edges in KI. Note that
each row of AI has exactly two 1’s in the positions of the two edges comprising the
pair. The linear constraint AIx ≤ 1 then prohibits any two edges that interfere with
one another in Gi from being simultaneously active. Refer to Fig. 3.2, where edges
e, f ∈ Ec interfere if either (i, l) ∈ Ei or (k, j) ∈ Ei.










Figure 3.2: Illustration of the protocol interference (I) constraint.
Table 3.2: Acronyms and Notation
Acronyms Notation
LP = Linear program Gc = (Vc, Ec): Communication graph
ILP = Integer Linear program Gi = (Vi, Ei): Interference graph
BLP = Binary Linear program ΓO(v): Outgoing edges of vertex v
HD = Half-duplex ΓI(v): Incoming edges of vertex v
SR = Single receiver h(e): head of edge e
UC = Unicast t(e): tail of edge e
I = Protocol interference
TUM = Totally unimodular
CCS = Communication constraint sets
we will be using throughout the rest of this chapter.
3.3 Related Work
Distributed throughput optimal scheduling. In their seminal paper [17], Tassi-
ulas and Ephremides use a multi-queue system to model a multi-hop wireless network
with transmissions being specified via a collection of link activation sets. This paper
introduced the concepts of backpressure routing and maximum weight matching and
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was the first to introduce Lyapunov drift to prove stability in a general multi-hop
network. In [29] the authors extend techniques in [17] to a general multi-hop network
with time varying channels to derive joint optimal routing and resource allocation
algorithms to achieve stability, maximum throughput, and average end-to-end delay
guarantees.
In [30] the authors show that maximum throughput algorithms based on max-
weight principles yields constant-factor optimality results when the controller imple-
ments an algorithm that achieves only a constant factor of the max-weight rule every
slot. In [18] the authors use a general interference model based on interference sets
to show that greedy maximal scheduling achieves stability when the arrival rates are
within a constant factor of the capacity region. Lin and Rasool [19] look at constant
time scheduling policies that achieve at least a fraction of the optimal capacity region
under the node-exclusive and two-hop interference models. The authors address this
problem for both single-hop as well as multi-hop networks.
Recently [31] points out that the scheduling literature reveals no systematic study
of the algorithmic and performance impacts of communication constraints. Perfor-
mance impact refers to the effect of a CCS on the cardinality of the optimal trans-
mission coordination scheme. In this paper the average cardinality of a maximal
transmission coordination scheme as a function of the network size is studied.
Several of the optimization problems in Eqn. (3.3) can be related to classical
problems in graph theory. We now highlight some of the related work for these
problems. Additional related work can be found in [31].
Maximum weighted matching (MWM). A matching is a set of edges not
sharing a common vertex. Optimization for bidirectional point to point communi-
cation subject to all three primary constraints (HD+SR+UC) is an instance of the
distance-1 MWM problem. Edmonds [32] proposed an algorithm in 1965 to find a
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maximum matching (in both bipartite as well as non-bipartite graphs) in polynomial
time.
The MWM problem and its variations have been fairly well studied from an algo-
rithmic complexity viewpoint in the context of wireless scheduling. An extension of
the MWM is the Maximum weighted K-Valid matching problem (MWKVMs) [33].
Under this problem no two links within K hops of one another can be transmitting si-
multaneously. The MWM is the MWKVM with K = 1. This imposes the restriction
that no two active edges can share a common vertex. K = 2 implies the distance-2
MWM problem, i.e., no two active edges may be within distance 2 of each other. This
problem is commonly known as the induced matching problem. It has been shown
that for any K ≥ 2 the MKVMP problem is NP-Hard [34].
Degree constrained subgraph problem (DCSP). The DCSP is to find an
optimal subgraph subject to constraints on the degree of each node in the subgraph.
Optimization subject to either the single reception (in-degree at most one) or the
unicast (out-degree at most one) constraint is a DCSP problem. DCSPs are solvable
as MWMs. In fact we will show that the properties exhibited by the DCSP allow for
its solution by greedy algorithms.
3.4 Finding the optimal schedule
The problem of finding the optimum schedule is a combinatorial optimization
problem. Linear programming (LP) is a technique for optimization of a linear objec-
tive function, subject to linear constraints. An ILP formulation is a LP formulation
with the additional requirement that the variables can only take integer values. LP
problems can be solved efficiently in most cases. ILP problems on the other hand
are, in general NP-Hard. Our problem is a 0− 1 ILP or Binary Integer Programming
(BIP) problem. These problems too are classified as being NP-Hard.
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All of the problems in Eqn. (3.3) are ILPs. Relaxing the ILP to an LP (replacing
x ∈ {0, 1}M with x ∈ [0, 1]M) would result in the vector x having (in general)
fractional values, which we would round up or down accordingly to yield a feasible
solution to the original ILP. The optimal objective value of this LP relaxation gives an
upper bound on the optimal objective value of the original ILP (because the relaxation
enlarges the search space). This LP relaxation is in general not tight, i.e., we may
well have non-integer solutions achieving a strictly higher objective value than any
integral solution. In such a case the upper bound of the solution to the LP relaxation
may be a poor estimate of the optimal solution to the original ILP. Relaxation is an
appealing approach because LP problems can be solved efficiently in most cases.
Although ILP and BIP problems are classified as NP-Hard, there do exist an
important subclass of problems that can be solved by LP relaxation. This arises as
a result of the constraint matrix A and the right hand side b in Ax ≤ b satisfying
certain properties. We now review some relevant terms and theorems.
3.4.1 Unimodularity
An integer matrix of full row rankA is said to be totally unimodular if every square
submatrix of A has determinant either 0,+1, or −1 [35]. The following theorem of
Hoffman and Kruskal is key to our problem.
Theorem 1 (Hoffman-Kruskal [35]) Let A be an m by n integral matrix. Then
the polyhedron defined by Ax ≤ b,x ≥ 0 is integral for every integral vector b ∈ Rm
iff A is TUM.
For our optimization problems the linear constraints define a convex polyhedron
called the feasible region. If a polyhedron is integral (has integer-valued vertices) the
relaxation of the ILP is valid, i.e., the LP and ILP have the same solution. This is
because the solution of an LP occurs at a vertex and if all vertices are integral then
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the solution of the LP will be feasible for the ILP. The following is another important
theorem we will require.
Theorem 2 (Heller and Tompkins [36]) Let A be an m by n matrix whose rows
can be partitioned into two disjoints sets T1 and T2, such that A,T1, and T2 have the
following properties:
• every entry in A is 0,+1, or −1;
• every column contains at most two non-zero entries;
• if a column A contains two non-zero entries, and both have the same sign, then
their rows are in different sets;
• if a column of A contains two non-zero entries, and they have opposite signs,
their rows are in the same set.
Then A is TUM.
3.4.2 Heuristics
We now introduce the various heuristics and provide the intuition behind their
choice. We will then study their performance for the various problems.
General heuristic.
We consider a greedy heuristic with edges sorted by several primary and secondary
criteria. The general algorithm for the heuristic is shown in Algorithm (3.10).
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List edges Ec in order of PRIMARY CRITERION, breaking ties
using SECONDARY CRITERION (break remaining ties arbitrarily)
Set x = 0;
While Ec 6= ∅
Remove edge e from queue
If A(x+ em) ≤ b) then update x := x+ em
(3.10)
Here, em is the zero vector with a one in position m, and Ax ≤ b represents the set
of governing constraints.
The representative primary and secondary sorting criterion we will consider in-
clude:
1. Primary = Length (Inc), Secondary = none
2. Primary = Length (Dec), Secondary = none
3. Primary = Degree (Inc), Secondary = Length (Inc)
4. Primary = Degree (Inc), Secondary = Length (Dec)
5. Primary = Degree (Dec), Secondary = Length (Inc)
6. Primary = Degree (Dec), Secondary = Length (Dec)
We will consider two special cases for edge weights: we = 1 and we = lmax/le,
where we is the weight of edge e, le is the length of edge e, and lmax is the length of
the longest edge. As a result of this function, the length sorting criterion is equivalent
to an edge weight criterion. Also, we point out that in and out degrees are the same
for all nodes, so sorting by in- and out degree yields the same ordering. For every
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Figure 3.3: Degree heuristic vs. length heuristic under the HD+SR+UC problem.
We now provide some intuition behind the choice of the degree sorting criterion.
As an example, consider Fig. 3.3. Operating under a (dec) length criteria would
result in activation of either edge 1 or edge 2. Upon activation of either of these edges
no other edge can be activated. If on the other hand we use degree as a primary
sorting criteria, selecting edges on the basis of increasing node degree would result in
activation of two edges, one from the set {3, 4, 5, 6}, and another from the set {7, 8}.
Hence we see that in certain cases the degree heuristic will yield a better solution
than the length heuristic.
Table 3.3 presents results for the case where the objective is to maximize the
schedule cardinality (we = 1). Table 3.4 lists the results for the case where the objec-
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tive is to maximize the sum of the active edge weights under the various constraints
(we = lmax/le). The first column represents the set of constraints under consideration,
the second column specifies whether or not the constraint matrix for the problem is
TUM, the third column specifies whether the maximal independent set is also the
maximum (optimal) independent set, i.e., whether the problem structure is a ma-
troid. Column 4 and 6 specify the performance when the primary sorting criterion is
edge length, whereas columns 5 and 7 specify the performance when the primary
sorting criterion is node degree. When the primary sorting criterion is degree, we
specify the secondary criterion that provides the best performance for each problem.
Performance is expressed as a percentage of the optimal solution obtained at N = 100
(or the highest value of N for which we have an optimal solution).
From Table 3.3 we observe that for the βc = 0.2 case (without I), at least one
of the heuristics yields a very good approximation of the optimal solution (with the
exception of the HD case the heuristics yield an approximation that is 97% or better).
For the βc = 12.0 case as well, we observe that at least one (and in some cases both)
heuristics yield a very good approximation of the optimal solution. Observe also
that for the two matroid problems, both heuristics yield the optimal solution (in fact
any sorting criterion always yields the optimal solution for these problems). Upon
adding the I constraint we observe that the heuristics do not perform as well. Perfor-
mance of the heuristics for problems that involve the UC constraint improves (albeit
marginally) when we go from βc = 0.2 to βC = 12.0, whereas the approximation for
the problems that do not include this constraint worsens. We are unable to explain
precisely the reason for this observation. Our intuition is that the addition of the I
constraint makes the problem of finding the optimal schedule a hard one as we are
trying to maximize the number of transmissions under interference. A greedy heuris-
tic is too simplistic and ignores this constraint, resulting in a poor approximation of
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the optimal solution. We also observe that in the absence of the I constraint, when
utilizing a length sorting criterion, sorting by increasing length performs better than
sorting by decreasing length. This also holds for the case where the I constraint is
added to the primary constraint problems and βi = 12.0. However when βc = 0.2,
we observe that in a majority of cases sorting by decreasing length performs better
than sorting by increasing length. Once again we are not precisely sure as to why
this occurs.
From Table 3.4 we observe that under a primary sorting criterion that sorts by
length, sorting by increasing length performs better for all cases. Also when utilizing
the degree for the primary sorting criterion, we observe that in all cases sorting by
increasing degree yields a better solution in comparison to sorting by decreasing
degree. Further sorting by increasing length (secondary criterion) yields the best
performance. Sorting by increasing degree decreases the possibility of low degree
nodes being left out, whereas an increasing length criterion is natural for both cases,
since edge weights are a function of edge length (with shorter edges having larger edge
weights than longer ones). For the two matroid problems we observe that sorting by
increasing lengths (either primary or secondary sorting criteria) yields the optimal
solution, thereby showing that a greedy algorithm always yields the optimal solution.
Another observation is that in all cases selecting length as opposed to degree as a
primary sorting criterion yields better performance for all problems. Also we observe
that for all problems, the heuristics perform better when βc = 12.0 as opposed to
βc = 0.2. This isn’t always true for Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Performance (% of optimal solution for network of N = 100 nodes)
when objective is to maximize 1Tx.
Problem TUM Matroid βc = 0.2 βc = 0.2 βc = 12.0 βc = 12.0
Sorting by length degree length degree
HD No No 861,3 321,4,5 833 824
SR Yes Yes 1005 1005 1005 1005
UC Yes Yes 1005 1005 1005 1005
HD+SR No No 683 974,5 843 954
HD+UC No No 683 974,5 843 954
SR+UC Yes No 973 974,3 893 933
HD+SR+UC No No 973 983,5 923 963
I No No 482,4 502,4 403 423
HD+I No No 752,4 512,4 353 393
SR+I No No 522,5 752,4 563 593
UC+I No No 612,5 882,4 873 903
HD+SR+I No No 522,4 762,4 353 393
HD+UC+I No No 602,4 872,4 813 903
SR+UC+I No No 882,3 812,4 873 903
HD+SR+UC No No 742,4 782,4 813 903
+I
1 Performance for N = 60.
2 Performance for N = 70.
3 Sorting by increasing order for primary (and secondary criteria).
4 Sorting by decreasing order for primary (and secondary criteria).
5 No difference between increasing and decreasing sorting for criteria under
consideration.
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Table 3.4: Performance (% of optimal solution for network of N = 100 nodes)
when objective is to maximize wTx.
Problem TUM Matroid βc = 0.2 βc = 0.2 βc = 12.0 βc = 12.0
Sorting by length degree length degree
HD No No 961,2 491,2 932 752
SR Yes Yes 1002 1002 1002 1002
UC Yes Yes 1002 1002 1002 1002
HD+SR No No 942 912 952 942
HD+UC No No 942 912 952 942
SR+UC Yes No 982 852 982 892
HD+SR+UC No No 992 802 982 882
I No No 391,2 341,2 932 592
HD+I No No 611,2 401,2 622 422
SR+I No No 482 462 932 592
UC+I No No 552 532 982 622
HD+SR+I No No 542 312 622 422
HD+UC+I No No 932 542 962 652
SR+UC+I No No 542 532 982 622
HD+SR+UC No No 932 522 962 652
+I
1 Performance for N = 60.
2 Sorting by increasing order for primary criteria (and secondary criteria when
applicable).
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3.5 LP vs. ILP and TUM
3.5.1 LP formulations for all problems
We now proceed to characterize the LP formulation for the various problems.
1. HD constraint








s.t. xe + xe′ ≤ 1, {e, e′} ∈ KHD. s.t
∑
k:e∈KHD yk ≥ we, e ∈ Ec.
xe ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ Ec. yk ≥ 0, k ∈ KHD.
(3.11)
Recall KHD is defined in Eqn. (3.4). Our problem is to activate the set of links that
maximize the sum of the edge weights while ensuring that the half-duplex condition
is not violated. See figure on left in Fig. 3.4. Either we can activate a subset of
ΓI(v) or a subset of ΓO(v), for each v ∈ V .
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+ ye,e1 
+ ye,e2 
+ ye,e3  
≥   we
Γo (h(e))Γi (t(e))
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the primal and dual constraints for the HD problem.
The dual for this problem requires that we minimize the sum of the dual variables
{yk} subject to the requirement that for each edge, the sum of the duals pertaining
to conflicting edge pairs involving the edge exceeds the weight of the edge. See figure
on right in Fig. 3.4.
2. SR constraint










e∈ΓI(v) xe ≤ 1, v ∈ Vc. s.t. yv ≥ max we, e ∈ ΓI(v), v ∈ Vc.
xe ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ Ec. yv ≥ 0, v ∈ Vc.
(3.12)
The SR constraint states that at most one incoming edge for each node can be
active. The dual problem seeks to minimize the sum of the dual variables such that














e∈ΓO(v) xe ≤ 1, v ∈ Vc. s.t. yv ≥ max we, e ∈ ΓO(v),∀v ∈ Vc.
xe ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ Ec. yv ≥ 0, ∀ v ∈ Vc.
(3.13)
The UC constraint states that at most one outgoing edge for each node can be
active. The dual problem seeks to minimize the sum of the dual variables such that
the dual variable associated with each vertex exceeds the weight of each outgoing
edge.
4. I constraint








s.t. xe + xe′ ≤ 1, {e, e′} ∈ KI. s.t
∑
k:e∈KI yk ≥ we, e ∈ Ec.
xe ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ Ec. yk ≥ 0, k ∈ KI.
(3.14)
Recall KI is defined in Eqn. (3.8). The number of conflicting pairs depends on βi:
a small βi results in a large number of conflicting edges, whereas a large βi results a
smaller number of conflicting pairs.
The dual for this problem seeks to minimize the sum of the dual variables {yk}
subject to the requirement that for each edge the sum of the dual variables associated
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the dual constraints for the I constraint.
5. Combined constraints
The Primal-Dual pair for the case when all primary constraints are combined with
the secondary constraint is:





s.t. I - xe + xe′ ≤ 1, {e, e′} ∈ KI,
HD - xf + xf ′ ≤ 1, {f, f ′} ∈ KHD,
SR -
∑
e∈ΓI(v) xe ≤ 1, v ∈ Vc,
UC -
∑
e∈ΓO(v) xe ≤ 1, v ∈ Vc.
xe ∈ [0, 1], e ∈ Ec.
(3.15)
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p:e∈KI yp ≥ we, e ∈ Ec,
HD-
∑
q:e∈KHD yq ≥ we, e ∈ Ec,
SR - yr ≥ max we, e ∈ ΓI(r),∀r ∈ Vc,
UC - ys ≥ max we, e ∈ ΓO(s),∀s ∈ Vc.
yp ≥ 0, p ∈ KI, yq ≥ 0, q ∈ KHD, yr, ys ≥ 0, r, s ∈ Vc.
(3.16)
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I x2 + x6 ≤ 1, x2 + x3 ≤ 1 y5 + y6 + y8 + y10 + y11 + y17 + y19 + y23 ≥ w1
I x3 + x6 ≤ 1, x4 + x5 ≤ 1 y1 + y2 + y9 + y12 + y13 + y14 + y19 + y24 ≥ w2
I x1 + x4 ≤ 1, x1 + x6 ≤ 1 y2 + y3 + y7 + y10 + y14 + y15 + y20 + y22 ≥ w3
I x3 + x4 ≤ 1, x1 + x5 ≤ 1 y4 + y5 + y7 + y11 + y12 + y16 + y21 + y22 ≥ w4
I x2 + x5 ≤ 1 y4 + y8 + y9 + y16 + y17 + y18 + y20 + y24 ≥ w5
HD x1 + x3 ≤ 1, x1 + x4 ≤ 1 y1 + y3 + y6 + y13 + y15 + y18 + y21 + y23 ≥ w6
HD x1 + x5 ≤ 1, x2 + x3 ≤ 1 yk ≥ 0, k = 1..24
HD x2 + x4 ≤ 1, x2 + x6 ≤ 1
HD x3 + x6 ≤ 1, x4 + x5 ≤ 1
HD x5 + x6 ≤ 1,
UC x1 + x2 ≤ 1, x3 + x5 ≤ 1
UC x4 + x6 ≤ 1
SR x3 + x4 ≤ 1, x1 + x6 ≤ 1
SR x2 + x5 ≤ 1















Eqn. (3.17) shows the primal-dual formulation for a three node graph with Gc and
Gi as shown. For the I and HD constraints each inequality represents a dual vari-
able. Here y1 − y9 are the dual variables for the I constraint, y10 − y18 are the dual
variables for the HD constraint, y19, y20, y21 are the dual variables associated with the
UC constraint, and finally y22, y23, y24 are the dual variables associated with the SR
constraint.
We now proceed to test which of the communication constraint matrices satisfy the
TUM criterion, and hence will always yield integral solutions for the corresponding
LP relaxation of the original ILP formulations.
3.5.2 TUM of constraint matrices
1. HD constraint. We start by looking at the structure of the half duplex constraint
matrix AHD defined in Eqn. (3.4). Each row specifies a pair of conflicting edges that
cannot be simultaneously active. Also since each row explicitly specifies a pair of
conflicting edges, some rows are not independent of other rows. Consider a network
with Gc as shown in Fig. 3.6. The constraint matrix (A
















The determinant is |AHD| = −2 /∈ {−1, 0,+1}. As a result the matrix is not
TUM, and so the Hoffman-Kruskal theorem (Theorem 1) does not hold, meaning
LP relaxation does not generate a feasible solution to the ILP.
2. SR constraint. We will prove ASR is TUM. The matrix ASR is defined in Eqn.
(3.6). Each column corresponds to an edge, and hence each column has exactly one 1
in row v = h(e). The matrix therefore is TUM by Theorem 2 (Heller and Tompkins).
3. UC constraint. The same argument holds here.
4. HD+SR/UC constraints. Combining both constraints corresponds to stacking
the rows ofAHD andASR. It is obvious that stacking a non-TUM matrix with a TUM
matrix yields a non-TUM matrix.
5. SR+UC constraints. For this constraint we stack the rows of the ASR and
AUC matrices. First we modify the constraint so that incoming edges for a node
are represented by a −1 instead of 1. The resulting 2N ×M matrix is the ASR+UC
constraint matrix. We see that every entry is +1 or −1. Every column contains
exactly 2 non-zero entries of opposite sign. The same set condition is trivially satisfied
by choosing T1 = [2N ] and T2 = ∅. Hence Theorem 2 (Heller and Tompkins) holds
and ASR+UC is TUM. Consequently the polygon defined by the LP problem for this
constraint set is integral for every integral vector b.
6. HD+SR+UC constraints. See discussion for HD+SR. As discussed in Section
3.3 the condition when all three primary constraints are in effect is equivalent to the
unweighted version of the maximum weighted matching (MWM) problem. The only
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difference in our case is that instead of an undirected edge between two nodes, two
communicating nodes have a pair of bidirectional edges. Edmonds [32] proposed an
algorithm in 1965 to find a maximum matching (in both bipartite as well as non-
bipartite graphs) in polynomial time. Hence, even though the ILP formulation of
this problem is not easy to solve, there do exist polynomial time algorithms for the
maximum weighted and unweighted matching problems.
7. I constraint. The I constraint forbids interfering transmissions. The structure of
the I constraint matrix is defined in Eqn. (3.8). Each row in the I constraint matrix
AI represents a pair of conflicting edges under the constraint. Consider the 3 node









Figure 3.7: Gc and Gi for a four node network and the corresponding interfering edge












As in Fig. 3.6, the determinant of this constraint matrix is |AI| = −2 /∈ {−1, 0,+1}.
As a result the Hoffman-Kruskal theorem (Theorem 1) does not hold.
3.5.3 Results of LP formulation
We now present some results for the ILP formulation and its LP relaxation. Our
results focus on networks ranging from N = 10 to N = 100 nodes (using steps
of ∆N = 10). A data point for any constraint(set) for a given network size N is
computed by taking the average of five independent placements of N nodes in the
arena, each node placed uniformly at random. All results employ a square arena A
of 100 × 100 square meters. The communication graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) is constructed
using an SNR requirement of βc = 0.2 and βc = 12.0. The small value of βc facil-
itates a larger number of edges, thereby allowing us to illustrate the impact of the
constraints on the graph. Our objective function for the various problems (see Eqn.
(3.3)) is
∑
wexe where we is the weight associated with edge xe. Setting w = 1
results in the objective simply being the cardinality of the schedule (the number of
active edges under a given constraint set). We solve the formulations using CPLEX
[37], allowing a running time of T = 1000 seconds. For Tables 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, |M |
denotes the number of edges in the communication graph (|Ec|), averaged over the




 0, Xe < 1/21, else. (3.18)
It is possible that this particular rounding rule may not yield a good approxima-
tion. Instead a rounding rule that is more conservative in rounding up the fractional
assignments may provide a better solution.
Our intention here is to highlight that an LP relaxation of the original ILP fails
to yield the correct solution for constraint matrices that are not TUM, i.e., the LP
relaxation is not tight, and that solving the ILP formulation is much more compu-
tationally intensive in comparison to solving the LP formulation. We also show the
effect of adding the I constraint to the primary constraint problems.
Table 3.5 shows results of the LP relaxation of the ILP for all possible formulations
of the primary constraint problems. From the results we observe the following:
• Under the HD+SR/UC problems the cardinality of a schedule can never be N ,
as this implies that all nodes are receiving from some node under the HD+SR
problem (in the case of HD+UC a cardinality of N means all nodes are trans-
mitting), which in turn implies that some nodes are simultaneously transmitting
and receiving, which violates the HD constraint. For the HD+SR+UC problem
the cardinality of a schedule can never exceed N/2. As a result we see that the
LP relaxation is not tight for the (i) HD+SR, (ii) HD+UC, (iii) HD+SR+UC
problems. This result is in agreement with our earlier assessment that the HD
constraint matrix is not TUM.
• The LP relaxation is tight for the (i) SR, (ii) UC, and (iii) SR+UC problems.
This is in agreement with our earlier assessment that these three problems yield
TUM matrices.
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Table 3.5: Average number of edges vs. network size for all 8 combinations of primary
constraints (LP relaxation using rounding rule in Eqn. (3.18)) for βc = 0.2.
N |M | HD SR UC HD, SR HD, UC SR, UC HD, SR, UC
10 18.8 9.4 9.0 9.0 7.85 7.85 8.8 4.0
20 71.6 32.5 19.2 19.2 18.62 18.62 19.0 18.5
30 182.0 91.0 29.6 29.6 29.3 29.3 29.6 28.9
40 298.4 148.5 39.8 39.8 39.7 39.7 39.8 39.5
50 450.4 225.2 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
60 654.8 327.4 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
70 912.4 456.2 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0
80 1180.8 590.4 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0
90 1557.2 778.6 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
100 1908.8 954.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 100.0
Table 3.6: Average number of edges vs. network size for all 8 combinations of primary
constraints (ILP) for βc = 0.2.
N |M | HD SR UC HD,SR HD, UC SR, UC HD, SR, UC
10 18.8 7.4 9.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 8.8 4.0
20 71.6 30.6 19.2 19.2 16.4 16.4 19.0 10.0
30 182.0 61.6 29.6 29.6 24.6 24.6 29.6 14.4
40 298.4 99.0 39.8 39.8 34.4 34.4 39.8 19.8
50 450.4 147.0 50 50.0 44.0 44.0 50.0 24.8
60 654.8 207.0 60 60.0 54.0 54.0 60.0 30.0
70 912.4 279.5 70.0 70.0 64.2 64.2 70.0 35.0
80 1180.8 357.4 80.0 80.0 74.2 74.2 80.0 40.0
90 1557.2 453.6 90.0 90.0 84.2 84.2 90.0 45.0
100 1908.8 537.8 100.0 100.0 94.0 94.0 100.0 50.0
Table 3.7: Average number of edges vs. network size for all 8 combinations of primary
constraints with the interference constraint for βc = 0.2 and βi = 4.0
N |M | I HD, SR, UC, HD,SR, HD,UC, SR, UC, HD, SR,
I I I I I I UC, I
10 18.8 13.4 6.8 9.0 8.2 6.0 5.6 7.8 4.2
20 71.6 36.8 22.2 19.0 16.4 14.6 13.4 15.2 8.4
30 182.0 64.8 48.0 29.6 25.8 24.6 21.4 22.2 14.2
40 298.4 100.2 80.0 39.8 35.2 34.6 30.4 28.0 19.0
50 450.4 133.4 110.4 50.0 43.0 44.0 38.4 33.0 23.6
60 654.8 170.8 148.5 60.0 51.6 54.0 46.6 36.2 28.6
70 912.4 219.5 192.2 70.0 59.6 64.2 55.6 41.6 32.8
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Table 3.6 show the results of the ILP formulation for all possible combinations of
the primary constraint problems for βc = 0.2.
Table 3.7 shows the results of the ILP formulation for all possible combinations
of primary constraints with the I constraint. For the I constraint we use βi = 4.0,
with βc = 0.2 as before. Results in this table are limited to N = 10 − 70 as the
running time of T = 1000 seconds is insufficient to find the optimal solution for some
problem instances (discussed in Table 3.9). One key observation for this table is the
asymmetry of the solutions for the SR and UC problems in combination with the I
and HD problems. In the absence of the I constraint the results were symmetrical
(Table 3.6). The UC constraint limits the number of transmissions per transmitter,
whereas the I constraint limits the number of transmitters. The combination of the
UC and I constraints have a greater effect on the solution than the SR+I problem.
3.5.4 Running times
Table 3.8 lists the running times for Table 3.6. We observe that the (i) SR, (ii)
UC, and (iii) SR+UC ILP formulations can be solved almost instantaneously. The
running time required to solve those problems that require ILP formulations, i.e.,
those involving the HD constraint can however, be problematic. The increase in
running time with increasing network size is clearly visible for the HD problem. The
reason for the dramatic difference in running times for the HD problem is due to the
lack of any limit on the degree for the nodes under this constraint. For all the other
problems there is a limit on either the in-degree (SR), out-degree (UC) or both (in
the case of the SR+UC and HD+SR+UC problems). This limit drastically cuts down
the solution search space. In the case of the HD problem we need to find the node
assignment where the assignment requires deciding whether the node is transmitting
or receiving and in each case how many nodes it is transmitting to or receiving from.
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This requires searching over a very large search space.
Since the I constraint does not satisfy TUM, addition of this constraint to the
primary constraint problems results in these problems requiring ILP formulations.
As a result the running time for all these problems becomes an issue as network size
N increases. This is plainly visible from the Table 3.9, where even problems involving
just the SR and UC constraints (which had running times < 10 seconds) exhibit a
significant increase in running time with the addition of the I constraint.
3.6 Matroids and communication constraints
We now explore the use of greedy algorithms in solving the transmission coordi-
nation problem. Greedy algorithms yield optimal solutions when the subset system
representing the governing communications constraints is a matroid. We now proceed
to define matroids and then evaluate which of the various CCSs are matroids.
3.6.1 Matroids and greedy algorithms
Definition: Matroid [38]
Amatroid is an ordered pair (E , I) consisting of a finite set E together with a collection
I of subsets of E satisfying the following three conditions:
1. ∅ ∈ I
2. If I ′ ⊆ I ∈ I, then I ′ ∈ I
3. If I1 and I2 are in I and |I1| < |I2|, then there is an element e ∈ I2 \ I1 such that
I1 ∪ {e} ∈ I
If M is the matroid (E , I), then M is called a matroid on E . The members of I are
called the independent sets ofM, and E is the ground set ofM. A subset of E not in
I is called a dependent set. A minimal dependent subset C of E is called a circuit. A
maximal independent set ofM is called a base or a basis ofM. All bases of a matroid
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have the same cardinality. A maximal independent subset is the largest subset of E
in I. A minimal dependent subset is the smallest subset E ⊆ E s.t. E /∈ I. We now
look at some examples of matroids.
• Let F be the set of forests of the graph G = (V,E). Then MG = {E ,F} is a
graphic matroid [39].
• A matric matroid [39] MA = {E ,J }, is the set of linearly independent subsets
of E .
• Let E be a finite set and Π be a partition (a collection of disjoint subsets) of
E ; Π = {E1, E2, E3, ..., Ep}. A subset I of E is independent iff no two elements
of I are in the same set of Π, i.e., |I ∩ Ej| ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, ..., p. The system
MΠ = {E ,J } is a matroid called a partition matroid [39]. Later in this section,
we will encounter partition matroids.
Matroid Intersection [40]. Given two matroidsM1,M2 on the same ground set E ,
the matroid intersection problem is to find a common independent set of the largest
size: max{|I| : I ∈ I1, I ∈ I2}. As an example consider the optimal matching problem
for a bipartite graph, G = (V,E), where {V1, V2} is a bipartition of G = {V,E}, and
Ii = {J ⊂ E : each v ∈ Vi is incident with at most one element of J}. Both
M1 = (E , I1) and M2 = (E , I2) are partition matroids. Effectively the common
independent sets are the matchings of G. As a result, the problem of finding a
maximum matching for a bipartite graph is the same as the matroid intersection
problem where both the matroids are partition matroids.
Matroids are related to the greedy algorithm. Under the greedy algorithm, in
each step, we choose any largest weight member of E , not already chosen, which
together with the members already chosen forms a subset system while subject to
some condition that maintains the property of the set I. For any matroid M on E ,
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Table 3.8: Time required to solve the ILP formulation for problems involving only
primary constraints. All times are in seconds.
N HD SR UC HD,SR HD, UC SR, UC HD, SR, UC
10 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
20 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
30 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
40 4.2 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
50 44.2 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
60 465.7 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
70 > 1000.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
80 > 1000.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
90 > 1000.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 1.5 1.5 < 1.0 < 1.0
100 > 1000.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 3.3 3.3 < 1.0 < 1.0
Table 3.9: Time required to solve the ILP formulation for problems involving the
interference constraint. All times are in seconds.
N I HD, SR, UC, HD,SR, SR, UC, HD, SR,
I I I I I UC, I
10 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
20 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
30 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
40 1.2 1.9 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 0.0 < 1.0
50 12.42 25.6 < 1.0 < 1.0 6.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
60 131.2 153.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 18.0 < 1.0 2.4
70 720.0 740.0 < 10.0 < 10.0 94.0 < 10.0 22.0
80 > 1000.0 > 1000.0 21.0 < 10.0 456.0 < 10.0 66.0
90 > 1000.0 > 1000.0 367.0 42.5 > 1000.0 235.0 633.0
100 > 1000.0 > 1000.0 > 1000.0 230.0 > 1000.0 > 1000 > 1000.0
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and for any weighting of E , the greedy algorithm always yields the maximum weight
member of the family I of bases of M [40], [41].
3.6.2 Communication constraints and matroids
We now proceed to check if the independent sets I for the transmission coordina-
tion problem for the various CCSs are matroids.
Fig. 3.8 depicts all possible independent sets for problems that include the HD
constraint for aK3 graph (complete graph with three nodes) as well as all independent
sets for the combined SR and UC problems on the same graph.
1. HD: The condition to be kept in mind while constructing the independent sets
under the HD constraint is that no two edges common to any vertex in the indepen-
dent set can have opposite directionality, i.e., all edges in an independent set that are
common to any vertex have to be either all exclusively incoming or exclusively outgo-
ing, and not a combination of both. Consider the simple counter-example depicted in
Fig. 3.9. Clearly the union of any of the outgoing edges of i (from I1) with any of
the incoming edges of i (from I2) violates the HD property. Thus this pair of subsets
violates condition 3 in the matroid Definition.
Hence the half-duplex constraint does not yield a matroid, and hence cannot be
solved via use of a greedy algorithm. This should come as no surprise, since we have
already established that problems involving the HD constraint cannot be solved by
LP relaxation.
2. SR: Form the set I to consist of all distinct unordered subsets of edges in E ,
with the following restriction: for any i, j, k ∈ V , any grouping that contains edges
(i, j), (k, j) is an invalid grouping. This condition results in grouping of edges where
each node in V is the head of (at most) one edge. Hence for any two groupings
I1, I2 ∈ I, where |I1| = |I2|+1, we are guaranteed that I1 contains at least one edge
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that has as its head a node that is not the head of any edge in I2. This edge can
then be added to I2 to form a grouping of cardinality |I2|+1. Hence the independent
subsets I under the single receiver constraint form a matroid i.e., M = (E , ISR).
3. UC: The proof for the UC constraint is similar to the one for the SR condition
above, the only difference is instead of limiting the in-degree of a node to at most 1, we
limit the out-degree to be at most 1. Hence the edges that comprise the independent
subsets of E can contain at most one outgoing edge from any node.
4. HD+SR: In this case the independent sets consist of edges such that a node
can have either (i) at most one incoming edge (SR constraint/degree constrained
subgraph with incoming degree ≤ 1) OR (ii) only outgoing edges with no limit on
degree (since there is no UC constraint), but not both (i) and (ii). For the K3 graph
we have a simple counter-example. Refer to Fig. 3.10 (top).
5. HD+UC: The same argument as above can be used to show that the HD+UC
independent subsets do not form a matroid. Refer to Fig. 3.10 (middle).
6. SR+UC: As seen the UC and SR constraints separately yield matroids. Com-
bining these two however does not yield a matroid. Refer to Fig. 3.10 (bottom)
for a simple counter-example.
7. HD+SR+UC: Fig. 3.11 provides a simple counter-example.
8. I: We wish to see whether the I constraint yields a matroid. Consider Fig. 3.12:
Gc denotes the communication graph, and Gi is the interference graph. We choose
βi > βc, as a result the interference graph is a subset of the communication graph,
with the edge between B and C not present in the former. We see that combining
(B,C) with edge (C,A) results in interference at A, whereas combining edge (B,C)
with edge (A,B) results in interference at C. Hence the independent subsets under
the protocol interference constraint fails to yield a matroid. As a a result any problem
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Figure 3.8: Independent sets for the (i) HD+SR+UC, (ii)HD, (iii) HD+UC, (iv)
HD+SR, (v) SR+UC problems for a K3 graph.
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I2 ∪ e1   I2 ∪ e2   I2 ∪ e3   
HD SR
UC
Figure 3.11: Counter-example demonstrating that the problem under all three pri-
mary constraints fails to yield a matroid. Adding any edge from I1 to I2 violates one
of the primary constraints.
3.6.3 Importance of matroids in network design
From a design standpoint finding the optimal transmission coordination scheme
implies solving a global optimization problem, which requires centralized control. In
the best case this solution may be found in polynomial time (as in the case of the
MWM problem). For most problems however, as network size increases, the explosion
in search space makes centralized policies difficult and expensive. As a result one
needs to make use of decentralized (distributed) policies that are able to obtain good
approximations of the optimal solution in constant or polynomial times.
Matroids drastically reduce the complexity of of the optimization problem. This
reduction in complexity, obviates the need of a centralized policy. As a result, the
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Figure 3.12: Counter-example demonstrating that the I constraint fails to yield a
matroid. Adding either edge from I1 to I2 gives a pair of edges that interfere with
one another.
cies, by making use of a simple greedy heuristic. This makes them readily scalable.
As an example consider the SR and UC problems (which we have shown to be ma-
troids). The optimal transmission coordination scheme for these problems can be
found in linear time (O(M) where M is the number of edges in graph).
3.7 Heuristics vs. optimal solution
We now compare the solutions provided by the edge length and degree heuristics
to the optimal solution. We show that depending on the constraint set, either, both,
or neither heuristic yields a good approximation to the optimal solution.
We will evaluate two different edge weights: we = 1 and we = lmax/le (p. 74). We
evaluate the eight combinations of the primary constraints without the I constraint,
and then the eight combinations with the I constraint. We present results for βc = 0.2
and βc = 12.0; this allows to us to see how the heuristics compare when the number
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of edges is large (βc = 0.2) and small (βc = 12.0). For βc = 0.2, and N = 100, we set
|M | = 1908, whereas for βc = 12.0, and N = 100, we set |M | = 284. Below is a list
of figures for this section.
A. Only Primary B. Primary and Interference
1. βc = 0.2 1. βc = 0.2
• w = 1 - Fig. 3.13 • w = 1 - Fig. 3.17
• w 6= 1 - Fig. 3.14 • w 6= 1 - Fig. 3.18
2. βc = 12.0 2. βc = 12.0
• w = 1 - Fig. 3.15 • w = 1 - Fig. 3.19
• w 6= 1 - Fig. 3.16 • w 6= 1 - Fig. 3.20
3.7.1 Primary constraint problems
3.7.1.1 SNR threshold βc = 0.2.
The communication graph is constructed using an SNR requirement of βc = 0.2. The
length sorting algorithm sorts edges by increasing length.
A. Finding optimal cardinality of schedule (Maximizing 1Tx) (Fig. 3.13).
1. HD (Fig. 3.13(a)). We observe that the length heuristic provides a good
approximation to the optimal solution. We are unsure as to the precise reason
for this performance.
2. SR/UC (Fig. 3.13(b)). This plot is for SR, but the UC plot is identical.
This plot demonstrates that the solution obtained using both heuristics matches
the optimal solution. For SR under each heuristic we add one incoming edge
per node. As long as every node has an incoming edge all nodes will end up










































































































Figure 3.13: Heuristics vs. optimal solution under various primary constraints with
βc = 0.2. Objective is to maximize cardinality of the schedule.
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not unique: any algorithm that goes through all the edges will find an optimal
solution. A similar argument also holds for the UC constraint problem.
3. HD+SR / HD+UC (Fig. 3.13(c)). This plot is for HD+SR, but the
HD+UC plot is identical. This plot demonstrates that the length heuristic
performs quite poorly but the degree heuristic is near optimal. In the case of
the HD+SR constraint a good strategy is to activate as many outgoing edges
as possible for each node. For the HD+UC case a good strategy is to activate
as many incoming edges as possible for each node. This is done by making all
nodes receivers while minimizing the number of transmitters for the HD+SR
case. For the HD+UC problem this is done by making all nodes transmitters
while minimizing the number of receivers. The length heuristic in this case
fails to yield a good approximation due to the fact that we are trying to make a
decision on an edge by edge basis, when what is required is to make a decision
on per node basis.
4. HD+SR+UC (Fig. 3.13(d)). This problem strives to find the maximum
matching, such that each node has exactly one edge (either incoming or out-
going). This plot shows that both heuristics provide a good approximation to
the optimal solution. The degree heuristic provides a slightly better solution
compared to the length heuristic. This can be attributed to the fact that by
picking nodes in order of increasing degree, we minimize the probability that
lower degree nodes might be unmatched. When nodes are picked on the basis
of distance a low degree node might be left out, meaning that this node is not
part of the matching.
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B. Maximizing wTx (Fig. 3.14).
1. HD (Fig. 3.14(a)). We observe that the length heuristic is near optimal
while the degree heuristic is severely sub-optimal. The time required to find
the optimal solution for N > 60 exceeded the T = 1000 seconds timeout period
set for CPLEX.
2. SR/UC (Fig. 3.14(b)). Any greedy heuristic will yield the optimal solution.
3. HD+SR / HD+UC (Fig. 3.14(c)). Both heuristics are near optimal here,
in contrast with the w = 1 case (Fig. 3.13(c)) where the degree heuristic
was near optimal but the length heuristic was sub-optimal. This is a conse-
quence of the edges having different weights and using a sorting policy that
gives preference to the edge with the largest weight under both length and
degree heuristics.
4. HD+SR+UC (Fig. 3.14(d)). The length heuristic is near optimal whereas
the degree heuristic is sub-optimal, in contrast with the w = 1 case (Fig.
3.13(d)) where both heuristics were nearly optimal. This is because select-
ing edges purely on edge weight guarantees the selection of the edge with the
largest weight, whereas selecting on the basis of degree under the HD+SR+UC
constraint does not.
3.7.1.2 SNR threshold βc = 12.0.
The communication graph in this case is constructed using an SNR requirement
of βc = 12.0.
A. Finding optimal cardinality of schedule (Maximizing 1Tx) (Fig. 3.15).
1. HD (3.15(a)). Both heuristics are optimal for N up to around 60 nodes, while
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Figure 3.14: Heuristics vs. optimal solution under various primary constraints with
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Comparison of heuristics and optimal solution for HD+SR+UC
(inc) length
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optimal
(d) HD+SR+UC
Figure 3.15: Heuristics vs. optimal solution under various primary constraints with
βc = 12.0. Objective is to maximize cardinality of the schedule.
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under the two heuristics is identical. The degree heuristic works better for
βc = 12.0 than for βc = 0.2, at least for the available data up to N = 60 (see
Fig. 3.13(a)).
2. SR/UC (3.15(b)). This plot is for SR, but the UC plot is identical. The
optimal solution is not unique and any greedy heuristic will find an optimal
solution.
3. HD+SR (3.15(c)). This plot is for HD+SR, but the HD+UC plot is identical.
We observe the degree heuristic is near-optimal while the length heuristic is
less optimal. The length heuristic performs better for βc = 12.0 than for
βc = 0.2 (see Fig. 3.13(c)).
4. HD+SR+UC (3.15(d)). The degree heuristic reduces the possibility of low
degree nodes being unmatched, relative to the length heuristic. The length
heuristic does not do this. Although not shown here, using a degree heuristic
that selects edges in order of decreasing node degree yields a solution that is
worse than the solution obtained using the length heuristic.
B. Maximizing wTx (Fig. 3.16).
1. HD (Fig. 3.16(a)). As in the case of Fig. 3.14(a), the length heuristic
outperforms the degree heuristic, yielding a very good approximation of the
optimal solution when N is small. We also observe better performance for the
degree heuristic for βc = 12.0 than for βc = 0.2 (see Fig. 3.14(a)). This is a
result of the the fact that as the number of edges in the graph drop, the penalty
of sorting on a per node basis decreases.
2. SR/UC (Fig. 3.16(b)). As discussed in Fig. 3.14(b) any greedy heuristic
will obtain the optimal solution.
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3. HD+SR / HD+UC (Fig. 3.16(c)) and HD+SR+UC (Fig. 3.16(d))
Both heuristics yield nearly identical results for Fig. 3.16(c). Performance of
the degree heuristic improves for βc = 12.0 (Fig. 3.16(d)) than for βc = 0.2
(Fig. 3.14(d)) for the same reason as in Fig. 3.16(a).
3.7.2 Interference constraint problems
3.7.2.1 Primary constraint problems with I constraint for βc = 0.2.
A. Finding optimal cardinality of schedule (Maximizing 1Tx) (Fig. 3.17).
1. I (Fig. 3.17(a)). Under the I constraint both heuristics exhibit similar per-
formance. The two heuristics are increasingly sub-optimal with increasing N .
2. HD+I (Fig. 3.17(b)). Under the HD+I constraint the (dec) length heuris-
tic performs better than the degree heuristic with increasing N . Although
not shown here, the (inc) length heuristic yields a solution that is severely
sub-optimal (the maximum schedule cardinality under HD+PR is only 24 at
N = 70). We are not certain as to why the (dec) length heuristic performs
better than the (inc) length heuristic.
3. SR+I, UC+I (Fig. 3.17(c)). We observe that under the SR+I constraint
the degree heuristic performs better than the length heuristic, however both
are sub-optimal. Under the degree heuristic edges are added on a per node
basis. Under the length heuristic an attempt to add two successive edges
may result in one of them violating the I constraint since they may belong to
two different originating nodes, which would cause interference to a receiver in
range. Adding edges on a per node basis prevents this. A similar argument
holds for the UC+I constraint problem. Observe that the optimal cardinality
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Figure 3.16: Heuristics vs. optimal solution under various primary constraints with
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optimal
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Figure 3.17: Heuristics vs. optimal solution for various primary constraints with
βc = 0.2 and I constraint with βi = 4.0. Objective is to maximize cardinality of the
schedule.
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result of the I constraint which limits the number of transmitters that may be
simultaneously transmitting.
4. HD+SR+I, HD+UC+I (Fig. 3.17(d)). As was observed in Fig. 3.13(c)
the degree heuristic performs better than the length heuristic, the perfor-
mance of the degree heuristic however, drops in comparison to Fig. 3.13(c).
As in the case of Fig. 3.17(c) we observe an asymmetry in the solutions of
HD+SR+I and HD+UC+I.
5. SR+UC+I (Fig. 3.17(e)) and HD+SR+UC+I (Fig. 3.17(f)). Both
heuristics yield similar solutions, which are increasingly sub-optimal with in-
creasing N .
B. Maximizing wTx (Fig. 3.18)
We observe that when both HD and I constraints are in effect the length heuristic
always outperforms the degree heuristic. This is clearly visible for the HD+I (Fig.
3.18(a)), HD+SR+I (Fig. 3.18(e)) and HD+SR+UC+I (Fig 3.18(f)) problems.
The two heuristics perform almost identically when the HD constraint is not in effect
i.e., for the SR+I (Fig. 3.18(b)) , UC+I (Fig. 3.18(c)), SR+UC+I (Fig. 3.18(d))
cases. Observe that when all constraints are active the length heuristic yields a fairly
good approximation of the optimal solution. For all other problems however, the
heuristics are severely sub-optimal with increasing N .
To summarize, we observe that with the addition of the I constraint, the solutions
provided by the heuristics become increasingly sub-optimal with increasing N .
3.7.2.2. Primary constraint problems with I constraint for βc = 12.0.
The optimal solutions for the following pairs of problems have the same solution:
(i) I and SR+I, (ii) HD+I and HD+SR+I, (iii) UC+I and SR+UC+I, and (iv)
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Figure 3.18: Heuristics vs. optimal solution for various primary constraints with




A. Finding optimal cardinality of schedule (Maximizing 1Tx) (Fig. 3.19).
From the plot of I and SR+I (Fig. 3.19(a)) we observe that both heuristics yield
nearly similar solutions which become increasingly sub-optimal with increasing N .
The same holds for HD+I (Fig. 3.19(b)). The I constraint critically impacts and
dominates the optimization problem. Two apparently distant transmissions (edges)
can interfere. As a result a localized selection policy, such as a greedy heuristic, which
provided good performance for the primary constraint problems, now fails.
When the UC constraint is in effect (Fig’s. 3.19(c), 3.19(d)) the heuristics
performs better for βc = 12.0 than for βc = 0.2, for low N . Also when all four
constraints are active the degree heuristic performs very well for low N .
B. Maximizing wTx (Fig. 3.20).
For all the plots we observe that the degree heuristic is severely sub-optimal with
increasing N . For the UC+I (Fig. 3.20(c)) and HD+UC+I (Fig. 3.20(d)) plots we
observe that the degree heuristic yields a fairly good approximation of the optimal.
The I constraint by itself makes the problem of finding the optimal schedule a hard
one as in effect we are trying to maximize the number of transmissions, with each
node possibly being able to transmit to multiple nodes simultaneously. When the
UC constraint is in effect, each node can now only transmit to one other node. The
combination of the UC and I constraints as well as the fewer number of edges in Gc for
βc = 12.0 reduces the number of edges that can be simultaneously active. As a result
the length heuristic can provide a good approximation of the optimal solution. For
the UC+I, SR+UC+I, HD+UC+I, and HD+SR+UC+I (Fig.’s 3.20(c), 3.20(d))
problems we observe that although the length heuristic is increasingly sub-optimal
(with increasing N), it still obtains a good approximation of the optimal solution.
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Figure 3.19: Heuristics vs. optimal solution for various primary constraints with
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Figure 3.20: Heuristics vs. optimal solution for various primary constraints with
βc = 12.0 and I constraint with βi = 4.0. Objective is to maximize w
Tx.
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heuristic is severely sub-optimal with increasing N .
We conclude that the heuristics in general fail to achieve good performance in
the presence of the I constraint. The only instance where the heuristics provide good
approximations of the optimal solutions is for βc = 12.0, w 6= 1, and when the UC
constraint is in effect.
3.8 Impact of the various constraints
We now proceed to test which constraint(s) are the most limiting (Fig. 3.21).
1. Operating under a single constraint. From Fig. 3.21(a) we observe that
the SR and UC are the most limiting constraints when βc = 0.2, whereas the
HD constraint is the least limiting. For βc = 12.0 (Fig. 3.21(b)) however,
we observe that the I constraint is the most limiting constraint, whereas HD is
the least limiting for N ≤ 80. For N > 80 both SR and UC become the most
limiting.
2. Operating under a pair of constraints. From Fig. 3.21(c) we observe that
HD+I is clearly the least limiting constraint pair. Also we observe that the
SR+UC and SR+I constraints have the same solution. Also, HD+SR and
HD+UC have the same solution. We also observe that the UC+I constraint
is the most limiting constraint with increasing N . Of all the constraint pairs,
only the solution of the HD+I constraint exhibits a quadratic growth in N .
For the βc = 12.0 case we again observe that the UC+I constraint is clearly the
most limiting constraint pair with increasing N . Also the HD+SR/HD+UC
constraints are now the second most limiting pair constraints (in the βc = 0.2
case they were clearly the least limiting pairs of constraints). Note also that the
solutions of these pairs no longer exhibit a quadratic growth. Finally we point
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out that for the βc = 12.0 case SR+UC is now the least limiting constraint
pair.
3. Operating under three constraints. For the βc = 0.2 (Fig. 3.21(e)) case
we observe thatHD+SR+I is the least limiting, followed byHD+UC+I, and
SR+UC+I. ForN between 10 and 90HD+SR+UC is the most limiting com-
bination, however as N increases beyond 100 we expect that the SR+UC+I
constraint will be the most limiting combination. For the βc = 12.0 (Fig.
3.21(f)) case we observe that HD+SR+UC is the least limiting combination
with increasing N . The HD+UC+I combination which was the second least


























(a) Optimal cardinality under a single constraint



























(b) Optimal cardinality under a single constraint



























(c) Optimal cardinality under a pair of con-




























(d) Optimal cardinality under a pair of con-



























































(f) Optimal cardinality under 3 constraints for
βc = 12.0.
Figure 3.21: Optimal solution of various problems with βc = 0.2, 12.0 and βi = 4.0.





• We characterize the various problems by way of their Primal-Dual LP formula-
tions.
• We prove that only the single receiver and unicast problems individually yield
matroids.
• We prove that neither half-duplex nor interference problems yield matroids, nor
are they TUM.
• Simulations suggest that the combined half-duplex, single receiver and unicast
problem (matching problem) can be well approximated by our heuristics. This
holds even with the addition of the protocol interference problem.
• Simulations suggest that our heuristics are able to yield good approximations
of the optimal solution for the problems that do not include the interference
constraint.
• Simulations suggest that it is more difficult to obtain a good approximation
when the edge weights are unity (meaning the objective is to maximize the
number of activated edges) than the problem where the objective is to maximize
the weighted sum of active edges.
• When operating under only the interference constraint, our heuristics fail to
yield good approximations of the optimal.
• Depending on the problem at hand, either both heuristics work very well, or
one outperforms the other, or neither works well.
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3.9.2 Future work
There are several promising directions for future work. One such direction looks
to address the problems encountered when employing LP relaxation. When employ-
ing LP relaxation to solve the original ILP, the tightness of the relaxation depends
on the rounding rule employed. Ensuring that the relaxation is tight requires a cer-
tain amount of trial and error in choosing the rounding rule. An alternate approach
would be to construct a feasible integral solution to the LP (Primal), while making
use of a related LP (the Dual) to guide our decisions. The procedure that outlines
this constitutes the Primal-Dual algorithm. This is a natural next step to try as we
already have the Primal-Dual pairs for each of the problems. Along the same lines
one can use semidefinite programming (SDP) techniques to solve our set of linear
optimization problems. SDP is generally regarded as an extension of linear program-
ming where the inequalities between vectors is replaced by matrix inequalities. One
major difference between LP and SDP is that duality results are weaker for the latter.
Nevertheless, SDP can be solved very efficiently in practice. Yet another promising
direction is to look at more complex algorithms such as belief propagation techniques
which have been successfully adopted in areas like iterative coding and computer
vision, that involve graphs with numerous cycles. It is possible that this technique
could be successfully adapted to our framework, which in turn may provide better
approximations to the optimal solutions specially in the case of problems that involve
the protocol interference constraint.
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